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WELL-POSEDNESS AND STABDUZABDUTY OF
A VISCOELASnC EQUATION IN ENERGY SPACE

OLOF j. staffans

Abstract. We consider the well-posedness and exponential stabilizability of
the abstract Volterra integrodifferential system

v'(t) = -D'o(t) + f(t),

a(t) = vDv(t) + i    a(t- s)Dv{s)ds,    t > 0,
J—oo

in a Hubert space. In a typical viscoelastic interpretation of this equation one
lets v represent velocity, v' acceleration, a stress, —D*o the divergence of
the stress, v > 0 pure viscosity (usually equal to zero), Dv the time derivative
of the strain, and a the linear stress relaxation modulus of the material. The
problems that we treat are one-dimensional in the sense that we require a to
be scalar. First we prove well-posedness in a new semigroup setting, where
the history component of the state space describes the absorbed energy of the
system rather than the history of the function v. To get the well-posedness
we need extremely weak assumptions on the kernel; it suffices if the system is
"passive", i.e., a is of positive type; it may even be a distribution. The system
is exponentially stabilizable with a finite dimensional continuous feedback if
and only if the essential growth rate of the original system is negative. Under
additional assumptions on the kernel we prove that this is indeed the case. The
final part of the treatment is based on a new class of kernels. These kernels are
of positive type, but they need not be completely monotone. Still, they have
many properties similar to those of completely monotone kernels, and a number
of results that have been proved earlier for completely monotone kernels can
be extended to the new class.

1. Introduction

In this paper we treat the well-posedness and stabilizability problems for
abstract Volterra integrodifferential systems of the type

v'(t) = -D'a(t) + f(t),

(1) i"
a(t) = vDv(t) + /    a(t - s)Dv(s)ds,    t > 0,

J—oo

in a Hubert space. These equations arise, for example, in the theory of linear
viscoelasticity, in which case v represents velocity, v' acceleration, a stress,
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-D*o the divergence of the stress, v > 0 pure viscosity, Dv the time derivative
of the strain, and a the linear (shear or tensile) stress relaxation modulus of
the material. A typical case is a mechanical system consisting of a number of
rigid bodies with flexible members attached to them. To speed up the damping
of vibrations of the system control forces are applied to the rigid parts.

Exponential stabilization of a system of the type described above is impos-
sible unless there is some internal damping. This damping must be due to the
deformations of the flexible members. To model the behavior of these flexible
members one uses standard viscoelastic models. If we let a denote the stress
and e the strain, then a typical constitutive assumption is that the stress can
be computed from the strain in the form

°{t) = ji (ve(t) + f   a(t - s)€(s)ds) ,

where v > 0 (usually equal to zero) represents pure viscosity, and a is the
linear stress relaxation modulus. (For the purpose of this discussion, let us
assume that e(t) vanishes for all sufficiently large negative t, so that there is
no problem with the convergence of the integral.) The stress relaxation modulus
is a material function that is rather difficult to measure. It is widely taken to be
completely monotone, but there is no direct physical evidence supporting this
assumption. We shall argue below that in some cases it is more appropriate to
allow a not to be completely monotone.

In the case where the stress relaxation modulus is completely monotone, the
question that we address below has been completely resolved in [4]. Our purpose
is to extend that result to a larger class of relaxation moduli. Indeed, we succeed
to get well-posedness for the equation in a setting similar to the one in [4] under
the minimal assumption that the relaxation modulus is of positive type. This
is a necessary physical condition, related to the fact that the system must be

passive, i.e., it cannot emit more energy than what it has previously absorbed
(see (12) with the lower bound 0 in the integral replaced by -oo). To get
exponential stabilizability we have to restrict the class of moduli further. In our
more general setting several new phenomena show up, not present in [4], and
although the skeleton remains the same, the final theory is much richer than in
the completely monotone case.

The first five sections of this paper treat the well-posedness problem under
minimal assumptions on the kernel, and relates our results to those previously
known for completely monotone kernels. Our new class of relaxation moduli
is introduced in Section 6. The next two sections discuss the spectrum of the
generator, and investigates the exponential stabilizability and spectrum deter-
mined growth property of the semigroup. In addition we point out that the
same approach applies to the case where the kernel is a distribution rather than
a function. The following section contains examples illustrating the theory. Fi-
nally, the last two sections give some time and frequency domain estimates for
the new class of relaxation moduli.

We shall refer the reader to [4] for further background information on the
problem, and for explicit viscoelastic examples. The book [16] contains a nice
short discussion of linear viscoelastic itv. Additional relevant references are,
among others, [1], [2], [3], [8], [10], [11], [12], [14], and [17].
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2. The absorbed energy space setup for well-posedness

The setting that we use is very similar to the one in [4], apart from the fact that
we use a different class of kernels and a different norm. The functions v and /
in ( 1 ) take their values in an infinite-dimensional Hubert space X, and o takes
its values in another infinite-dimensional Hubert space Y. The unbounded,
closed, and densly denned operator D maps domD c X into Y, and its
adjoint D* maps domD* c Y into X. We use the graph norms (||jc|||- +

||D.x||$.)1/2 and (||jt|£ + P>*jc|&),/2 in domD and domD*, and assume that
the imbeddings domD c X and domD* c Y are compact. In particular,
DD* and D*D are self adjoint, with compact resolvents. These operators have
the same spectra, except that zero may belong to the spectrum of one of the two,
but not to the spectrum of the other. As we shall see below in Remark 6, we
lose no generality by assuming that D* is one-to-one, i.e., by assuming that zero
does not belong to the spectrum of DD* (but it may belong to the spectrum
of D*D). (These notations differ slightly from those in [4]. To convert the
notation used in [4] to our notation one should exchange X and Y, and also
D and D*.)

The kernel a in (1) is supposed to be (scalar) real-valued, of positive type,
and locally integrable. Moreover, it must not vanish identically. This means
that, by one version of Bochner's theorem (see., e.g., [6, Theorem 2.5, p. 495]),
a is the restriction to R+ of the inverse distribution Fourier transform of a
positive locally finite measure 2np (that does not vanish identically). Usually
this inverse transform has to be interpreted in the distribution sense, but if a
is in addition continuous, then we may write

(2) a(t)= i™ ei<otp(do>),    t>0.
J —CO

(Here we have for convenience dropped the factor 1/(2jt) that is commonly
used in front of the integral.) If a is not continuous, then we still occasionally
use the same equation, but regard it as an informal way of writing that a is
the restriction to R+ of the inverse distribution Fourier transform of 2np.
Since we assume a to be real, the measure p is symmetric, i.e., u(—E) =
p(E) for all sets £. It need not be finite, and it need not even satisfy
/!^,(1 + M)-1 u(dco) < oo, but it does satisfy

lim p([(o, (o+ 1]) = 0;
\<a\—»oo

to see this one may, e.g., use the facts that the function ax defined by a\ (t) =
(1 - |f|)a(|i|) for |;| < 1, fli(í) = 0 otherwise, is integrable, and that its Fourier
transform, which is the convolution of p with the nonnegative Fejér kernel,
tends to zero at infinity. In particular, we always have

7-00 1+ (Ü2

The distribution Laplace transform à of a exists in the open half-plane
9LÍ. > 0. If p is finite, i.e., if a is bounded at zero, then a short computation
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shows that â(k) will be given by an integral of Cauchy type, i.e.,

(4) â(k) = r
j—t

Ä,    W>0.
k-tco

In fact, an approximation argument shows that the same formula must be valid
whenever the integral above converges absolutely, i.e., whenever
/^(l + |ct>|)_1 p(dco) < oo. If it does not converge absolutely, then we may

use the symmetry of p to write this as

(5)

â(k) = i H (tX- + t-^-) p(d(0) = r ry^-3 ß(dto),     SrJl > 0,
IJ.^xk-m    k + tcaj   ' y_oo^2 + û>2 ̂ v

where the integral does converge absolutely due to (3). Moreover, it is also
possible to compute »¿(A) from the absolutely converging integral

(6)

/°°    Í     1     1 t°° $lk

We shall need to integrate various other functions, too, against p.. This is
no problem if they belong to Ll with respect to p, but not all our functions
will be of this type. Fortunately, those that are not have the same property as
above, i.e., it is possible to define

/OO J       /-OO<p(iw) p(do)) = - /    (tp(ia)) + p(-z'tö)) u(dw),
■OO ^ J — oo

where the integral on the right converges absolutely. In particular, if tp(z) =
y/(z) + c/(k- z), where y/ e Lx(p) and c and k are constants with 3f¿A > 0,
then

(8)
/oo roo

y>(i(o) p(d(o) = J    y/(i(o) p(dœ) + â(k)c
-oo J—oo

The setup that we shall use in our semigroup formulation of (1) is similar
to the one in [4]. There are two main differences: we replace the measure that
generates a completely monotone kernel that was used in [4] by the measure p
introduced above, and instead of using the full space L2(p ;Y) as a component
of the state space we use the weighted Hardy space H2(p ; Y) over the left half-
plane. The details will follow.

To motivate our choice of state space, let us make the following computation.
Assume for the moment that v is continuous with values in domD, and small
enough as / -+ -oo so that the convolution in (1) is well defined. Also suppose
that a is continuous, so that J^ p(dca) < oo and (2) is valid. Then

(9)

/   a(t-s)Dv(s)ds (= f    f°° eito(,-s)p(dio)Dv(s)ds)
J—oo \      J—oo J—oo /

= j    tp(t, i(o)p(dœ),
J—oo
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where

(10) tp(t,z)= f    ez{'-s)Dv(s)ds= f   e~"Dv(s + t)ds.
J—oo J—oo

Observe that, for each fixed /, the function z t-> tp(t, z) is the bilateral Laplace
transform of the function X{-oo,o\*tDv, where rtDv(s) = Dv(s + t) is the
function Dv(s) translated to the left by the amount t.  In particular, as a

function of z, tp(t, z) it is continuous in IT" = {Rz < 0}, it is analytic in
the interior of IT- , and ztp(t, z) tends to a finite limit (depending on t) as
\z\ -* oo, z e n~ . Moreover, as a function of t,

(11) <p'(t,z) = ztp(t,z) + Dv(t),

where we have used a prime to denote differentiation with respect to t. To solve
( 1 ) in the forward time direction, starting from some initial time t, with a given
initial value of v(t), one does not need to know the values of v(s) for s < t,
provided one knows the present and future values of the integral term. This
term can be recovered from tp through the formula (9). The development of q>
is fully determined by ( 11 ) together with an initial value of <p. Thus, instead of
keeping track of the old values of v one may keep track of the present value of
tp. This substitution of the history of v by the function tp turns the equation
into an abstract ordinary differential equation (without memory).

To find out what norm to use for tp we make another short computation. Let
v and a satisfy the same assumptions as above, and, in addition, assume that
a is continuous with values in domD*. Substitute the value of a from the
second equation in (1) into the first, take the real part of the X -inner product
with v, and integrate over [0, T]. This leads to the equation

(12)

\\\v(T)\\2x + v ¡^ \\Dv(t)\\2xdt + J^  x(v(t),D*J^a(t-s)Dv(s)ds} dt

= \\\v(0)\\2x + j\(v(t),f(t))x.

Several terms in this equation have obvious physical interpretations. The
term  jIMT)^ - ^||v(0))|^  represents the total change in kinetic energy,

the term v /0r||Dt;(0ll2f <// the total energy loss due to viscosity, and the term

/0 î!t(v(t), f(t))x is the work done by the body force /. Thus, the term con-
taining the two integrals equals the total amount of work absorbed by the sys-
tem, not counting the work needed to overcome the pure viscosity. Of course,
this integral term is the one that contains most of the "interesting'' information
about the behavior of ( 1 ).

It is a very interesting and crucial fact that the term with the two integrals
can be expressed in a simple way in terms of the transformed function tp. To
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see this, use (9) and (11) to get

*l/v(t),D* f    a(t-s)Dv(s)ds\   =x/dv(í), f   a(t-s)Dv(s)ds\

= n¡Dv(t), j    tp(t, ico)p(dco)\

= %(y>'(t, ico) - iiotp(t, im), J    q>(t, ico)p(dco)\

(since (tp(t, iw), tp(t, ico))Y is real)

= /    » (tp'(t, ico) ,tp(t, iiû))Y p(dcû).
J—oo

This is a perfect differential, which may be integrated into

(13)

Í  St(v(t),D* I   a(t-s)Dv(s)ds\ dt

= I /°°JV(T' toNM*") - \ J_JW<>> i<o)\\\tidco).

Thus, the /¿-weighted L2-norm of ç» in y can be interpreted as an internal
energy, and this seems to be the obvious norm to use for tp. For obvious
reasons we shall refer to this norm as the absorbed energy norm.

Actually, in a certain sense the full space L2(p ; Y) suggested above is not
the best possible one to use in the formulation of the problem, due to the fact
that it may be bigger than what we really need. Recall that the functions tp that
we are interested in are, at least in the case of smooth data, analytic in IT ,
and ztp(z) has a finite limit as \z\ -* oo, z e IT . Thus, as a state space for tp
we shall use H2(p ; Y), which we define to be the closure in L2(p ; Y) of the
space of functions tp that are y-valued analytic in IT with ztp(z) tending
to a finite limit as \z\ -» oo, zell". Observe that, by (3), functions of this
type belong to L2(p ; Y). Depending on the particular measure p., H2(u;Y)
may be the same space as L2(p ; Y), or it may be different. For example, if
a(t) = cost, then p consists of two point masses of size \ at ±1, and in this

case H2(p ; Y) = L2(p; Y). On the other hand, if a(t) = e~', then it is easy
to show that the functions tp in L2(p;Y) can be identified with the set of
functions of the type (1 - z)y/(z), where y/ belongs to the normal unweighted
/r^-space over n- (see the example at the end of Section 4). This latter case
is a more typical one than the former. We shall call H2(p; Y) the absorbed
energy space.

Many times the equation ( 1 ) is written in a slightly different way. If the
material is a solid as opposed to a liquid, then, in our formulation, this means
that a(oo) # 0. Let us separate a(t) into b(t) + E, where £, the equilibrium
elasticity modulus, is the value of a at infinity. With this change equation (1)
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becomes

u'(t) = v(t),    v'(t) = -D*o(t) + f(t),

(14) /•'
o(t) = vDv(t) + EDu(t) + /    b(t - s)Dv(s)ds,    t > 0.

J—oo

This is the formulation used in [4] (apart from the fact that there the viscosity
v throughout was taken to be zero, and £ was throughout nonzero). If one
computes an energy balance equation for (14) in the same way as we did for
(1), then one gets an extra term

Í£||D«(r)||2v-Í£||DM(0)||2v

which has an obvious interpretation as the change of potential energy, due to the
equilibrium elastic response of the material. The same term is in fact present in
the previous computation, too, hidden in the double integral term. A nonzero
value £ of a at infinity corresponds to a point mass in p of size £ at the
origin, and thus in our formulation the same term appears as a part of ( 13) in
the form

^E\\tp(T,0)\\2Y-jE\\tp(0,0)\\2Y.

Thus, the potential energy has been absorbed into (13). Comparing the treat-
ment here to the one in [4] one finds that there is a certain advantage to proceed
in the way that we do. The formulation simplifies, since there is no need to keep
track of u (which represents position; recall that v stands for velocity), and
some of the complications in [4] due to the fact that D may have a nontrivial
kernel are avoided. The same formulation (1) that we use here is also used
in [1] (except that there v = 0, and the kernel is allowed to be tensor-valued
instead of scalar-valued).

The equation could be even further simplified in the sense that one could
absorb the term vDv(t) into the convolution. Formally this corresponds to a
point mass of a of size v at the origin. The measure p that corresponds to
this point mass in the inversion formula (4) is the Lebesgue measure multiplied
by 2nv (i.e., a constant function 2nv multiplied by dto). By adding this
constant term to p we could absorb all stress related terms into tp. This would
only require minor modifications below. However, due to the specific nature of
this term, we prefer to keep it separate. In particular, in this way we will have
à(k) -* 0 as a-»oo, with k real (except in Theorem 24).

Thus, the setting that we use is the following. The state space becomes X x
H2(p ; Y), and the equation that an element (v, tp) of our state space should
satisfy is

v'(t) = -D*(vDv(t) + J~ tp(t, icû)p(dw)Sj + /«),

tp'(t,z) = ztp(t,z) + Dv(t),    t>0,

Let us denote the different operators appearing above as follows:

(16)   Btp= j    tp(ico) p(dco),        (Mtp)(z) = ztp(z),        (Av)(z) = v.
J—oo
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Then the abstract differential equation ( 15) can be written in the matrix form

<")     é(;)-(T5B-?)(;)♦('.)■
This should really be regarded as a formal equation in the sense that all the
different components of st(v, tp) that one gets from the matrix multiplication
above, i.e., -vD*Dv, -D*Btp, ADv, and Mtp, need not be denned sepa-
rately. It is enough if -D*(vDv + Btp) and ADv + My» are well defined.

Theorem 1. Let & = X x H\p ; Y), let st be the operator

(-vD*D   -D*B\

* - \   AD M    )

mapping dornst c 3t* into &, with

dornst = {(v, tp) e & | v € domD, vDv + Btp € domD*,

ADv+MtpeH2(p;Y)}.

Then st is the infinitesimal generator of a Co contraction semigroup S in St*.

We remark that Btp is well defined for (v, tp) e dornst. To see this, observe
that tp is locally integrable with respect to p, and that, if we denote ADv + Mtp
by y/, then at infinity tp can be written in the form tp(z) = (y/(z) - Dv)jz.
As we observed earlier, functions of this type may be integrated against p, if
one use (7) as a definition of the integral.

3. Proof of well-posedness in the absorbed energy space

According to the Lumer-Phillips theorem (see [13]), s/ generates a Cd con-
traction semigroup in Sf if dornst is dense in &, if si is dissipative, and
if there is some k > 0 such that the range of k-st is all of M?. Thus, The-
orem 1 follows from this theorem, together with Lemmas 2-4 below. These
lemmas and their proofs are quite similar to the corresponding lemmas and
proofs in [4].

Lemma 2. The domain of st is dense in &.

Proof. Since dornD*D is dense in X and H2(p; domD*) is dense in
H2(p ; Y), it suffices to show that dornst is dense in

dornD*D x H2(p; domD*).

Let v € domD*D and tp e H2(p ; domD*), and for each A > 0, define

, .     kqtiz)      Dv

We claim that for each A, (v, tp¡) € dornst, and that tpx -» tp in
H2(p ; domD*) as A -♦ oo. Clearly, this implies our earlier claim that dom .a'
is dense in domD*D x H2(p\ domD*).  To prove the convergence claim it
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suffices to observe that

IfJ - <P\\w{p;àomD') < ll*/(A- zMfP^-.domD-) + II1/0* - z)Dv\\H2{fl.óamD.),

and to use (3) and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. To show that
(v, <px) € dom.»' we need to prove that uDv + Btpx € domD*, and that
ADv + Mtpx € H2(u ; Y). For the first of these two assertions, note that by
the choice of v, Dv e domD*, and that the function z >-* (k/(k - z))y>(z)
belongs to Lx(p ; domD*), hence

ktp(ito) fl(d(û)
B<Px= I

J—c
+ à(k)Dv edomD*.

A- ico

For the second assertion, one computes

y/x(z) = (ADv)(z) + (Mtpx)(z) = Dv + ztpx(z)

= AD± + Az£(z)€if2
k-z      k-z

Thus, Lemma 2 is true.   D

Lemma 3. The operator st is dissipative. More precisely, for all (v,tp) €

dom.*', »((u, tp), st(v, tp)) = -v\\Dv\\\ < 0.

The proof of this lemma is closely related to the energy computation that we
made in order to motivate the choice of norm.

Proof. Let (v, tp) e dornst, and denote st (v, tp) by (w, yr). Then y/(z) =
Dv + zcp(z). In the computation that we shall make in a moment, we need to
know that

i   kt(<p(ico), Dv)Y p(dco) < oo.

To see that this must be true, observe that

X(ç>(ico), Dv)Y = #(y/(ico)/(ico), Dv)Y,

where the left-hand side is integrable with respect to u at zero, and the right-
hand side is integrable with respect to p at infinity. Thus, the whole function
in integrable.

Now compute

St((v,tp),st(v,tp))

/oo ÎSt(<p(ico), Dv + icotp(ico))Yp(dco)
■oo

/oo $t{tp(ico),Dv)Yp(dco)
■oo

= -i/HDull2, < O.D

In particular, observe that if v ■ 0, then S((t>, tp), st (v, tp)) = 0. (If
we would have absorbed the term uDv in (1) into the convolution, then the
result would have been SR((u, tp), st(v, tp)) = 0 also for nonzero v ; cf. the

discussion in the preceding section.)
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Lemma 4. Every A with SA > 0 belongs to the resolvent set of st, and

(v,tp)=[k-st}-\w,y/)

may be computed as follows. Define

V(k) = [A + (v + â(k))D*D]~l,     W(k) = [A + (v + â(k))DD*]~l,

tô(A) = B(k - z)- V(z) = /"   (A - to)"V("*>) /«(<*«).
J—oo

TAe/i

v = r(A)uJ-D*ÎT(A)û5(A),

, .     Dt; + î/(z)     DV(k)w-DD*W(k)w(k) + y/(z)

9{Z) = "T^i" =-—z-*

Proof. First, let us observe that the operators V(k) and W(k) exist as bounded
continuous operators. This follows from the following facts. Since v > 0 and
!RA > 0, we have from (6), v + »¿(A) > 0. The inverses defining V(k) and
W(k) then exist if and only if -k/(v + â(A)) does not belong to the spectra of
D*D and DD*, respectively. Since D*D and DD* are positive and selfadjoint,
their spectra are contained in R+ . However, due to the fact that !RA > 0 and
v + Sftâ(A) > 0, the number -k¡(v + â(A)) cannot be real and nonnegative.
Thus, V(k) and W(k) exist. Moreover, observe that V(k) maps X into
dom D*D c domD c X, and that W(k) maps Y into dom DD* c domD* c
Y.

To prove that A - st is one-to-one, hence has an inverse, we argue as follows.
Assume that (A - st)(v, ç>) = 0 for some (v, tp) e dom-j/ . This means that

kv + D* (i/Du + Ac») = 0,    ktp(z) -Dv- ztp(z) = 0.

Thus tp(z) = Dv/(k - z), and

At; + D* (i/Dv + BDv/(k - z)) =kv + D* {vDv + â(k)Dv) = 0.

Apply V(k) to this equation to conclude that v = 0, from which tp(z) =
Dv/(k- z) = 0 follows. Thus, (k-st) is one-to-one.

Finally, we show that if (w, y/) € W, and if (v, tp) is defined as described
in Lemma 4, then (v, tp) e dom st and (A - A)(v, tp) = (w, y/). First observe
that uedomD. By (8),

Btp = â(k)Dv+w(k),

hence

vDv + By> = (u + â(k))Dv + w(k)

= (v + â(k))DV(k)w - (v + ä(k))DD*W(k)w(k) + w(k)

= (v + â(k))DV(k)w + kW(k)w(k).
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This shows that vDv + Btp e domD*. The first component of (A - st)(v, tp)
may then be computed, and we get

kv + D*(vDv+Btp)

= kV(k)w-kD*W(k)w(k) + (v + â(k))D*DV(k)w + kD*W(k)w(k)

= w,

as claimed. To check that the second component of st(v ,y>) belongs to
H2(p ; Y), we compute

« / \    rw        ( Dv      y/(z)\     kDv     zy/(z)    ._,.    „.
Dv + zç(z) = Dv + z(J-z + n-L) = I-z + ^2eH2(p;Y).

Furthermore,

i  / N    ,n , ^     ,f Dv      V(z)\     M*v     zy/(z)       . . _
ktp(z) - (Dv + ztp(z)) -i(jr; + rrij - irr - TT7 = <"^-D

The lemmas above are also valid if one replaces H2(p ; y) by L2(p ; y).
Thus, st generates a contraction semigroup in this bigger space, too. The
physical interpretation of this semigroup is somewhat different (it seems to be
of combined initial and forcing function type).

4. Spaces of observable and unobservable absorbed energy

According to the computation that we made in Section 2 in order to the
motivate the norm that we use, the absorbed energy is not dissipated. Instead
the //-weighted L2-norm of tp(t) describes the total amount of energy that has
been absorbed by the material up to time t, not counting the energy loss due
to pure viscosity. Of course, in a real Ufe situation some of the internal energy
must have dissipated, and can no longer be retrieved.

One major problem is that the state space St* may still be too large, in spite
of the fact that we already cut it down from the original X x L2(p;Y) to
X x H2(p ;Y). It is not always true that the whole space %? is "observable"
and "controllable".

The concepts of observability and controllability rely on the choice of an
output operator that determines the observation, and an input operator that
determines what type of feedbacks are allowed. As output operator we shall
throughout use the operator ^ defined by ^(v ,tp) = v. In other words, we
observe only the velocity component of the solution. As input operator 3S we
use the operator indicated in (1), namely

®f=(f,V).

Thus, our feedback is a force resulting in acceleration. A subspace of %" is
unobservable if every initial vector h belonging to that subspace results in a
zero output ^S(t)h. It is uncontrollable if the evolution of the solution of (1)
in that subspace is independent of the choice of the control âêf.

There is one particular case where a portion of %? is both unobservable and
uncontrollable, namely the case where D* is not one-to-one. This situation is
described in the following theorem:
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Theorem 5. The space & in Theorem 1 can be split into two orthogonal sub-
spaces X x H2(p; (kerD*)-1-) and {0} x H2(p; kerD*), both of which are in-
variant subspaces of st. The latter subspace is both unobservable and uncontrol-
lable. For each (0, tp) in this subspace we have S(t)(0, tp(z)) = (0, ezttp(z)).

Proof. Split <r into X x H2(p; (kerD*)-1-) x H2(p;kerD*). Then, since the
range of D is equal to (kerD*)-1, since H2(p; (kerD*)-1-) and H2(p;kexD*)
are invariant subspaces for the multiplication operator M, and since B maps
H2(p; (kerD*)x) into (kerD*)-1- and H2(p;kcrD*) into kerD*, the operator
st splits into

(-vD*D   -D*B    0  \
st = \    AD M       0      .

\     0 0       M J
The block-diagonal structure of st means that X x H2(p; (kerD*)-1-) and
{0} x H2(p; kerD*) are invariant subspaces for st, and that the original
equation decouples into two independent equations. The output operator van-
ishes on the latter space, and the range of the input operator is contained in the
former space. Thus, the latter space is both unobservable and uncontrollable,
as claimed. A direct substitution shows that 5(0(0, tp(z)) = (0, ezttp(z)) for
each (v, tp) in this subspace.   o

Note that in the original time domain formulation of the problem the func-
tion ezttp(z) that appears in the description of T in the second invariant sub-
space in Theorem 5 corresponds to a plain left-translation by the amount t of
the inverse Laplace transform of tp. Thus, in the time domain interpretation,
the unobservable and uncontrollable part is simply left-translated, but otherwise
completely ignored.

Remark 6. Because of Theorem 5 we shall throughout in the sequel assume that
D* is one-to-one. In other words, if D* is not one-to-one, then we replace Y
by (kerD*)-1. Thus, we assume that zero belongs to the resolvent set of DD*.

Theorem 5 does not claim that the subspace {0} x H2(Y; kerD*) is the
maximal unobservable and maximal uncontrollable subspaces of our equation.
This subspace may be a part of a larger unobservable subspace, as well as a
part of a larger uncontrollable subspace. Indeed, it is often possible to prove
that the unobservable subspace is strictly larger than the subspace mentioned in
Theorem 5.

Definition 7. The space it is the maximal subspace of H2(p ; Y) with the
following property: If tp £ It and A > 0, then

B(k- z)-ltp(z) = |~ p^± p(dco) = 0.

The space it is called the space of unobservable absorbed energy, and its or-
thogonal complement <9 = it1- in H2(p\ Y) is called the space of observable
absorbed energy. We denote the orthogonal projections of H2(p; Y) onto it
and & by ¿V and P¿, respectively.

Equivalently, it is the intersection over all real A > 0 of the null-space
of the operator that maps tp into B(k - z)~ltp(z). It is also the intersection
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over all complex A with SA > 0 of the null-space of the operator that maps
tp into B(k — z)~xtp(z) (an analytic function that vanishes on the real axis
vanishes everywhere in the right half-plane). Moreover, it is invariant with
respect to multiplication by functions that are analytic in IT and tend to a
limit at infinity; to see this one argues as follows. First, let us show that it is
invariant with respect to multiplication by the function (Ao - z)_1, where Ao
is an arbitrary constant with positive real part. To do this we have to show that
B[(k - z)~l(ko - z)~xtp(z)] = 0 for every A > 0 and for every tp € it. But if

A # Ao, then this follows from the fact that

1 1

(A - z)(Ao - z)     A0 - A

1 1

k-z    Ao- zj

and in the case where A = Ao we may let A -» Ao in the formula above to get
B(ko - z)~2tp(z) = 0. This proves our claim that it is invariant with respect
to multiplication by the function (Ao - z)~x, where Ao is an arbitrary constant
with positive real part. By iterating this argument we find that, if tp e it, then
tp(z) multiplied by arbitrary powers of (Ao - z)~x must belong to it, hence tp
multiplied by any function that can be uniformly approximated by polynomials
in (Ao - z)~x must belong to it. According to Mergelyan's theorem, the set
of functions that that are analytic in n~ and tend to a limit at infinity can be
uniformly approximated by polynomials in (Ao - z)~x (in order to apply the
version of Mergelyan's theorem that is given in [18] one should first map the
point Ao into the point at infinity, and the left half-plane into a compact subset
of C).

Theorem 8. The subspace {0 } x it of %? is an invariant subspace of st.
This subspace is unobservable, and for each (0, tp) in this subspace we have
S(t)(0, tp(z)) = (0, eztq>(z)). More precisely, the following claims are true.
Split the space Mf into Sf = 2? x it, where Sf = X x (9, and accordingly, split
the semigroup S into four components

/5„(i)   Si2(t)\
S{t)-\s2i(t)   S22(t)J

where (with some abuse of notation) Sxx(t) = P^S(t)P^, Sl2(t) = P^S(t)Pv,

S2x(t) = PvS(t)Pz-, and S22(t) = PvS{t)Pv. Then Sx2(t) = 0, Sn = Pz>S(t),
S22 = S(t)P&, and Sxx(t) and S22(t) are Co contraction semigroups in 3? and
it, respectively. The generators stx x and st22 of these semigroups can be written
in the form (with some additional abuse of notation)

stxx = P&st    and   st22 = stP% = M.

Moreover,

St((v,<p),stxx(v,tp))<-v\\Dv\\2y    and    R((i;, tp), st22(v, tp)) = 0.

Proof. In Lemma 4, split y/ into ^1 + ^2. with y/\ = P#yi and y/2 = Pyy/,
and split tp into tpx + tp2, with tpx = P^tp and tp2 = Pytp. Let ^i(A, z) =
(A-z)-Vi(z), y/2(k,z) = (k-z)-xy/2(z), Û5,(A) = By/X(k, •), and w2(k) =
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By/2(k, •). Then y/2(k, •) € it and w2(k) = By/2(k, •) = 0; hence

v = V(k)w-D*W(k)wx(k),

(18) tpx(z) = Pfi [(A - z)-1 Dt; + ft(A, z)] ,

tp2(z) = /V[(A - z)~xDv + y/x(k, zj] + y/2(k, z).

Here the crucial fact is that v and tpx are independent of yi2. Since we can
generate the semigroup S(t) from the resolvent operators [A - st]~x through
the formula

(19) S(t)= lim [/ -(t/n)st]-n;
n-*oo

see [13], the semigroup has the block-triangular structure that we claimed it to
have; i.e., Pg>S(t)P^ = 0. Obviously Su and S22 are strongly continuous,
and it is easy to check that they satisfy the semigroup identity. Thus, they are
Co semigroups in the state spaces Sf and it, respectively.

Next we prove that Su and 522 are contraction semigroups. To see this
we return to the energy identity that motivated the norm on <p in the first
place. This energy identity can be deduced directly from the abstract equation
as follows: Denote P#tp by tpx and P#tp by tp2. Take the real part of the
inner product of (v, tp) and the equation (v, tp)' = st(v, tp), and then use
Lemma 3 to get

(20)

JfiMx + ̂ IIPiU2* + ¿jMi = *«v. V), st{v, tp)) = -v\\Dvfr < 0.

Integration over [0, T] gives

kv(T)fx + h\<px(T)\\2, + htp2(T)\\l
(21) T

- jll»(0)||i- + illPiWH2, + i||f2(0)||i - jí  i>||Dt;(r)||2v¿f.

This is true for all choices of (v, y>x, tp2) e dom.af . In particular, if we take
tp2(0) = 0, then we get

¿MT)tfx + \\\<Px(T)f, < \pm\ + ¿IIPiWII2, - j\\\Dv{t)W\dt.

Divide this by T and let T \ 0, to conclude that the generator stxx of 5n
satisfies

%{(V,<Pl),Stu(v , f ,)> < -I/||Dt;||y.

If we instead take u(0) = 0 and c»i(0) = 0 in (21), then by the block-triangular
nature of the semigroup, v(T) = 0 and y>x(T) = 0. Thus, in this case,

5»*z(r)ii = i||*2(0)lti.

This implies that ||&2(0x||f = \\x\\v for all x e it and all t > 0, and that
the generator st22 of 522 satisfies "&(tp2, st22cp2) = 0.
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That stxx = Pgrst and st22 =stP% follows directly from the corresponding
formulas for the semigroups. To see that we may identify st22 with M we
may take v = 0 and tpx = 0 in (18) to get tp2(z) = (A - z)~xy/2(z). From the
generation formula (19) one gets 522(0^2(2) = ezttp2(z). The generator of this
semigroup is the multiplication operator M.   D

It is possible to give a quite natural and very intuitive time domain interpre-
tation of Theorem 8. Let us begin by giving a time domain interpretation of
it. Below we argue formally, and freely change the order of integrals, without
worrying about their convergence. Define y>(s) = Dv(s) for s < 0, and let

r°
b(t)= /    a(t-s)$(s)ds,       t>0.

J—oo

Then, at least formally,

b(t) = H [    eimC-s^(s)dsp(dco) = f°° eimtp(ico) p(dco),
J—oo J—oo J—oo

where

tp(z)= ¡   e~zs9(s)ds
J—oo

is the Laplace transform of tp. Let us compute the Laplace transform b(k) of
b at some point A with Uk > 0. It is (at least formally) given by

b(k)= H e-H(t)dt= H H e-(k-io))tdttp(ico)p(dco)
Jo J-00 Jo

= l^j^vrnpidco).

This transform vanishes for all A with RA > 0 iff ç> € 2^. On the other hand,
the transform vanishes iff b itself vanishes identically. Thus, formally we may
interpret it as the space of Laplace transforms of functions in the kernel of
the Hankel operator that maps a function tp defined on R~ into the function

t H-+ ¡_go a(t - s)q>(s) ds defined on R+ . In many cases this formal interpreta-

tion can be made precise. With this interpretation, the splitting of H2(p ; Y)
into ef @it corresponds to the following construction: The initial function
Dv(s) is split into two orthogonal parts Dv = q>x + 9i, where q>2 satisfies

J?L.a(t - s)$2(s) = 0 for t > 0, hence it contributes nothing to the stress

for t > 0. In the time-domain the semigroup 522 corresponds to plain left-
translation of y>, with no further action. Thus, the part of Dv(s) that belongs
to the null-space of the Hankel operator is simply left-translated, but otherwise

ignored.
By the standard properties of Hankel operators, the argument above shows

that if y would be finite-dimensional, and if a is a finite sum of exponentials,
then one would expect cf to be finite-dimensional and it infinite-dimensional.
More generally, for infinite-dimensional Y, if a is a finite sum of exponentials,
then & should be a product of finitely many copies of Y, and it should be the
main part of H2(co ; Y). It also shows that it is very large when the equation
has a finite total delay. Clearly, if a vanishes on (-00, T) and y> is supported
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on (-00, T] for some T < 0, then the convolution /^ a(t - s)$(s) vanishes

on R+ ; hence the Laplace transform of <p belongs to the unobservable subspace
it. This indicates that the inverse Laplace transforms of functions in & should
be supported on [T, 0].

There is one fundamental consequence of Theorem 8.

Theorem 9. The total amount of unobservable absorbed energy in (17), i.e., the
norm of the projection of the solution of (17) onto it, is nondecreasing, inde-
pendently of how the forcing function f in (17) is chosen.

Proof. Let us redo the computation (20), with the equation (v ,tp)'=st(v, tp)
replaced by the forced equation

CO'-'fcMO-
The result is the same, except for an additional term R(v, f). The same com-
putation with st replaced by stxx gives

¡BÏWft + Jijáis $ -"P*>ll2r + »(t;, /).

Subtracting this from the forced version of (20) we find that

^ll?>2lli>0.   D

Theorem 9 has one profound consequence. Our ultimate goal is to stabilize
the equation exponentially by replacing / by a feedback term, depending on
v . According to Theorem 9, independently of the choice of feedback, the norm

of the projection of tp onto it can never decrease. Thus, if it ^ {0 }, then
exponential stabilization is impossible for the full semigroup. This shows that
the smaller state space X x & is a more natural one for this problem, and that
the only part of the semigroup T that is "interesting" is the part 5n .

To make the results above more concrete for the reader, let us end this sec-
tion with three examples, where a(t) = acosßt, a(t) = ae~fit, and a(t) =

£ + ae~fii, respectively. In all these examples the final results will be quite
similar, and very natural, although the intermediate computations will differ
substantially from each other.

First, let us take a(t) = a cos ßt with a > 0 and ß > 0. Then p consists of
two point masses of size a/2, located at ±ß. (In the complex plane, the values
±ß corresponds to the points z = ±iß.) Thus, L2(p ; Y) can be identified
with Y xY. We shall denote an element of L2(p ; Y) by (ytß, y-iß), where
the former value represents the value at iß, and the latter the value at -iß.
The square of the norm of this element in L2(u ; Y) is

(•/2)(IW#ft + l*-*ft).
Clearly, in this case H2(p;Y) = L2(p;Y), and

B(yiß, y-tp) = a/2(yiß + y-iß).
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A point (yiß, y-iß) belongs to it iff

(a/2)((A - iß)-lyiß + (k + iß)y.iß) = 0

for all A > 0. By using two different values for A and solving this equation
with respect to y iß and y-iß one gets y iß = y-iß = 0. Thus, it = { 0}. The
equation (17) becomes

v' = -D* [uDv + (a/2)(yiß + y.iß)] + f,

y'iß = Dv + ißyiß,    y'_iß = Dv- ißyiß.

Observe that this is the same equation that one would have obtained from (1)
by introducing the new variables

ytß{t)= I   eiß('-s>Dv(s)ds,      y-iß(t)= í   e-¡^'-^Dv(s)ds.
J—oo J—oo

As our second example we take a(t) = ae~fit with a > 0 and ß > 0. Then

^da) = l^TW)d(û'

where the final dco represents the standard Lebesgue measure. Since
\ß - ico\2 = co2 + ß2, we can make the identifications

L2(p;Y) = {(z-ß)tp(z)\tpeL2(l;Y)},

H2(p;Y) = {(z- ß)tp(z)\tp €H2(l;Y)},

where L2(l ; Y) and H2(\ ;Y) are the space that one gets by replacing p by
the Lebesgue measure. The inner product is given by

<*. *W,n - T ((z-ßrlHz),(z-ß)-xy/(z))LH1;Y).

Since p is a scalar multiple of the Poisson kernel for the half-plane, we have

B(k-z)    <p(z)-J^I-j¿}n{(u2 + p)dco-irrp-,

where we in the final expression have evaluated tp at a point located at the
negative real axis, instead of (as we have done up to now) evaluating tp only at

points located at the imaginary axis; since we assume that tp e H2(p; Y), this
is legitimate. It follows from this formula that

it = {tp<EH2(p;Y)\tp(-ß) = 0}.

If <p 6 it, and if y/(z) = yi is a constant function, then

/oo ruß.

Jy,tp(ico)) n{o)2 + ß2)dco

= (¥'L9m^^)d(û)
= a(y/,<p(-ß)) = 0.
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Since the set of constant functions together with it spans H2(p; Y), this shows
that <f = itx is the set of all constant functions. The projection operators P#
and P% are given by

(P<,tp)(z) = tp(-ß),        (P*9)(z) = tp(z) - tp(-ß).

If we use the notation y_ß for an element of ¿f, and let tp represent a function
in it, then ( 17) becomes

v' = -D* [vDv + ay.ß] + /,

y'-ß=Dv- ßy-ß,    tp'(z) = ßy-ß + ztp(z).

If we ignore the last equation, then this is the same equation that one would get
from (1) by introducing the new variable

y_ß(t)= i    e~ß(t-s)Dv(s)ds.
J—oo

In our third example we take a(t) = ae~ßt + E, where £ > 0 is a constant.
This example is important for the reason that whenever the material that we
are describing is a solid as opposed to a liquid, we must have <a(oc) > 0. (The
value a(oo) is called the equilibrium elasticity modulus.) The measure p is
the same as in the previous example, plus an additional point mass of size £
at the origin. We can this time make the identifications

L2(p ;Y) = Yx{(z- ß)tp(z) \ tp € L2(l ;Y)},

H2(p;Y) = Yx{(z-ß)tp(z) | tp € H2(\;Y)},

where the first component represents the value of tp at the origin. The inner
product is given by

((x,tp),(y,y/))L1()t.Y)

= E(x,y)Y + ^-((z-ß)-xtp(z),(z-ß)-xy/(z))Ll{1.Y),

and

Thus
it = {(y, tp) G H2(p ; Y) \ y = 0 and tp(-ß) = 0 }.

The orthogonal complement tf of this set can be identified with Y xY, where
the first copy of Y, that we denote by Yo, corresponds to functions of the type
(yo, 0), and the second copy of Y, that we denote by y_¿ , corresponds to
functions of the type (0, y_ß), where v_¿ represents a constant function. We
have

P* = Pro + Pr-, ,    Pr0{y*9) = y,    Pr-,{y,9) = 9(-ß),

P»{y,9)-Q,9(z)-9(-ß)),

and (17) becomes

v' = -D* [vDv + £ho + ay.ß] + f,    y'0 = Dv,

yLß = Dv- ßy.ß,    tp'(z) = ßy.ß + ztp(z).
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If we ignore the last equation, then this is once more the same equation that
one would get from (1) by introducing the two new variables

y0(t)= f   Dv(s)ds,       y-ß(t)= f   e-ß(t-s)Dv(s)ds.
J—oo J—oo

5. The semigroup generated by a completely monotone kernel in
internal energy space

The treatments in [1], [2], [4], [10], [11], and [12] are based on the fact that in
these papers, the relaxation modulus a was taken to be completely monotone.
In the case of a scalar kernel, the one that we treat here, this means that by
Bernstein's theorem [6, Theorem 2.5, p. 143], a has a representation

(22) a(t) = J_ez'p(dz),    t>0,

and ¿(A) is given by

(23) â(k) = [   4^,    BA>0.
J*- k-z

This time /R_(l + \z\)~x p(dz) = â(l) < 0, so the convergence problems that
forced us to symmetrize some integrals (see (5) and (7)) do not appear.

As we mentioned earlier, the original semigroup setting for our equation given
in [4] is very similar to the one above. The only substantial difference is the
use of a different state space, which in [4] (after a simple modification; cf. the
discussion in Section 2) is X x L2(p ; Y) ; here p refers to the measure in (22)
supported on R , as opposed to the measure that we used earlier, and that is
supported on the imaginary axis.

In [4], Desch and Miller prove a slightly modified version of the following
result.

Theorem 10 [4, Theorem 2.3]. Let a be completely monotone with the represen-
tation (22). Define the operators B, M, and A by

Btp=\   tp(z)p(dz),       (Mtp)(z) = ztp(z),       (Av)(z) = v.
J*-

Let SIT = X x L2(p; Y), and let st be the operator

(-vD*D   -D*B\

* * \   AD M    )

mapping dom.»' c Jf into %t, with

dom st = {(v, tp) e %t | v e domD, vDv + B<pe domD*,

ADv + MtpeL2(p;Y)}.

Then st is the infinitesimal generator of a Co contraction semigroup S in %?.

Moreover, for all (v, tp) e dornst,

X((v ,tp),st(v,tp)) = -v\\Dv\\2Y + f   z\\tp(z)\\2Yp(dz) < 0.
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The proof of this theorem is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 1.
The only difference is that formula (13) that we used to motivate our choice
of state space changes, as does the coercivity formula in Lemma 3. The new
appropriate version of (13) is (this is obvious from the previous computation
leading to (13))

í &lv(t),D* Í   a(t-s)Dv(s)ds\ dt

(24) = \j  MT, z)\\2Yu(dz)- I Jj\tp(0, z)\\2Yp(dz)

-if   z\\tp(t,z)\\\p(dz).
JO   JR-

It makes sense to interpret the norm of tp(t, z) in L2(p ; Y) as internal energy,
and we shall call L2(p; Y) the internalenergy space. Clearly, the internal energy

is not conserved; it dissipates at a rate of /R_ z\\<p(t, z)\\\ p(dz).
In the case of a completely monotone relaxation modulus we thus have two

different semigroups, the one in Theorem 1 in the absorbed energy space, and
the one in Theorem 10 in the internal energy space. How do these relate to each
other? The answer to this question is simple enough.

Theorem 11. The space & of observable absorbed energy is densly imbedded
in the space L2(p; Y) of internal energy, and the semigroup Sxx described in
Theorem 8, defined on X x cf, coincides with the semigroup in Theorem 10
when restricted to X xtf.

In the examples that we looked at in the preceding section, the norms in &
and L2(p ; Y) axe the same. However, this will not be true in general.

Proof. In this proof, to avoid the easy case where equation ( 1 ) becomes identical
to the standard wave equation and the two semigroups coincide, let us assume
that a is not a constant. We also assume that £ = a(oo) ¿ 0; this is not
essential, but we leave the case £ = 0 to the reader (it is actually slightly
simpler since some of the terms drop out).

By, e.g., [6, Proposition 4.3], a is of strong positive type, i.e., its Laplace
transform à satisfies

(25) Stâ(ico) >
1 + co2'

for some e > 0. The original representation formula (2) for general kernels
of positive type is still valid in the same sense as before, for some appropriate
measure p. (different from the measure p in (22)). This measure consists
of a point mass of size £ at the origin, plus an absolutely continuous part
(l/ii)%lâ(ico)dco. Thus, (2) becomes

a(t) = E + H eimb(co)dco,
J—oo

where
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Because of the lower bound (25) that we have on b, and because of the point
mass at zero, we can make the identifications

L2(jx; Y) = Yx L2(b; Y),        H2(p; Y) = Yx H2(b; Y),

where the first components of the spaces represent the value of a function at
zero, and

L2(b;Y)c{(z-ß)tp(z)\tp€L2(l;Y)},

H2(b ; Y) C {(z - ß)tp(z) | tp e H2(\ ; Y)}.

In particular, functions in H2(p; Y) have analytic extensions to the interior of
IT , and they are well defined on the negative real axis. Thus, we may compute
their norm in L2(p ; Y). We have

\\9\\2w,Y) = E\\9(0)\\2y + H \\9(ico)\\2Yb(co)dco
J—oo

= E\\tp(0)\\Y + r llf (to)||U /        -5^-2 p(dx)dco
J-oo *J(-oo,0)x ¿JrO)¿

= £||p(0)||2v + / f° \\tp(ico)tY\-f^ dcop(dx)
J(-oo,0) J-oo nx¿ + co¿

(a subharmonic function is integrated against the Poisson kernel)

>£||(K0)||2v+/        \\<p(x)\\2Yp(dx)
J(-oo.O)

= JjL_\\9(x)\\Yß(dx) = \\tp\\l(ll.Y).

Thus, the norm in L2(p ; Y) is dominated by the norm in H2(p ; Y), and we
may "imbed" H2(p ; Y) continuously into L2(p ; Y). Here the citation marks

mean that this imbedding need not be injective: those functions in H2(p; Y)
that vanish a.e. with respect to p on the negative real axis are mapped into zero.

Are there such nonzero functions? This depends on the support of p ; more
precisely, it depends on whether the condition that <p = 0 a.e. with respect to
p implies that tp - 0. If the support of p has a finite cluster point, then this
is true. It is not true if the support of p is finite. In the remaining case the
support of p is a sequence { z„ } with z„ -» -oo as n -» oo, and there do exist
nonzero analytic functions vanishing at each point z„ if the sum £ l/( 1 - z„)
converges, cf. [18, pp. 333-334].

We claim that the null-space of the "imbedding mapping" is equal to the
space it of unobservable absorbed energy. To prove this we have to compute
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B(k-z)~xtp(z), which is done as follows (recall that (k-z)~xtp(z) eHx(p; Y)):

fi(A-z)-V(z) = ^(0,/A + £™^^-^L, ,(dx)diû

J(-oo,0) J-oo A - ico n X1 + co¿

(use the Poisson formula for the half-plane)

= Etp(0),k+f        P^Kdx)=[   P&Adx).
J(-oo,0)A — X J^-A — X

This shows that the two different definitions of B, the original one in ( 16), and
the second one in Theorem 10 agree. Moreover, it is clear that the space of
functions that vanish a.e. with respect to p must be contained in it. To see
that the converse is true as well, note that if tp e it, then tp is orthogonal in
L2(p ; Y) to all functions of the type y/(k - z), where y € Y is a constant and
A > 0, and this set of functions generate a dense subset of L2(p ; Y).

Thus, the kernel of the operator "imbedding" H2(p; Y) into L2(p; Y) is
it, and we conclude that tf is continuously imbedded (with no citation marks)
in L2(p ; Y). This imbedding is dense, since functions of the type yf(k - z),
where y e Y is a constant and A > 0, belong to H2(p ; Y), and they span a
dense subset of L2(p ; Y).

Our final claim was that the two semigroups, the one in Theorem 1, and the
one in Theorem 10, agree on X xtf. But this is clear, since the two different
operators B that we defined agree; hence the generators of the two semigroups
agree.   □

6. A NEW CLASS OF RELAXATION MODULI GENERATING WELL-POSED PROBLEMS

It is a quite common assumption that the relaxation modulus of a material
is completely monotone. A common textbook approach is to assume that the
material consists of several different types of molecules, whose resistance to
deformations contribute to the stress. Each part of the system is modelled with
a combination of one ideal spring and one ideal dashpot, and the stresses due
to the different parts are supposed to add up to the total stress. A model of this
type lead to a relaxation modulus a of the form

N

a(t) = y£ctJe-^t,

/-i

where a} and /? are positive constants (one of the constants ß} is allowed
to be zero; this gives rise to the equilibrium elastic response). If one allows
infinitey many such subsystems, then the sum should be replaced by an integral
of the type (22), i.e., by a general completely monotone kernel.

In the preceding argument we have ignored the fact that all molecules have
a nonzero mass. If one takes inertia effects into account, then one has to add a
nonzero mass to each subsystem. Then the response of the subsystem will look
like the response of a damped second order oscillator, and it will not necessarily
be of the type atje~b', unless the system is overdamped.  An underdamped
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system will give solutions of the form Stajeh1, where a, and ßj are complex,
with Rßj < 0. Combining several such subsystems we get the total response

a(t) = ¿ Haje" - £ 5 (aje» + *jjt) ,

7=1 /-I

with complex a¡ and /?7 .
There are some restrictions on a¡ and ßj related to the fact that the sum

must be of positive type. The simplest way to guarantee this is to require that
each a, is real and nonnegative, and that each ß} has a nonpositive real part.
We shall throughout make this assumption in the sequel, since it leads to a
meaningful mathematical theory; kernels where a, are complex seem to be
more difficult to deal with. If we again allow the system to have infinitely many
subsystems, then we get a relaxation modulus of the type

(26) a(t) = Jrez'p(dz),

where T c II" is the support of p. Note that this time the positive measure p
is supported on a two-dimensional set T instead of on the one-dimensional sets
in (2) and (22). Like the measure in (2) it must be symmetric with respect to
the real axis, i.e., p(E) = p(E) for each Borel set £. This is the class of kernels
that we shall discuss in the sequel. Usually we shall add some restrictions on the
support r. For example, for exponential stabilizability we will have to require
that r is ultimately bounded away from the imaginary axis as the imaginary
part tends to infinity.

Formally, à should be given by

(27) fl(A) = / 4^,    m>o.
Jt k-z

Unfortunately, this integral need not converge absolutely. We are saved by the
fact that there is a natural growth restriction on the measure p in (26), just
like in (2) and (22). To show this we symmetrize the formula above to get

(28)

Note that for A real and positive the integrand is positive; hence there can be
no cancellation of positive and negative values, and for these values of A the
integral must converge absolutely. Thus (take A = 1),

But this means that the integral in (28) in fact converges absolutely for all A
with »A > 0.

We shall later need to split (28) into its real and imaginary parts, given by

,30)mn-tw-^:$*f+*m x*«). «>«.
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and

(3.) ̂ --1^%:%;^;-^^, **><>.
The former of these two formulas shows that a is of positive type. One may
also split (27) into its real and imaginary parts, instead of splitting (28). This
leads to the two alternative formulas

(32) M(k) = I y~f2} p(dz) > 0,    »A > 0,
Jt \a-zV

and

(33) 3â(A) = / ~y ~„z) p(dz) > 0,    BA>0.
Jt   \k - zY

Note that the former of these two formulas converges absolutely, so it is always
valid. The latter formula, like (27), is valid only when

jCtf8<-
Indeed, note that this stronger boundedness requirement follows from (29)
whenever Y is contained in a sector | arg(-z)| < 6, where 6 < jt/2 .

In the sequel we shall throughout assume that à has a representation of the
type described above, i.e., we make the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 12. The Laplace transform à of a is given by

where p isa positive measure supported on a subset r of the closed left half-
plane n~ , satisfying the moment condition

I l + |»z|    ., ,
T^  U(dz) <00.

Whenever necessary due to lack of absolute convergence, we interpret the
integral fTtp(z)p(dz) as

j tp(z) p(dz) = -j {tp(z) + tp(l)) p(dz).

We have already constructed two different semigroups corresponding to the
two different representations that we had for the kernel: a general one for kernels
of positive type in Section 2, and a more particular one for completely monotone
kernels in Section 5. It should come as no surprise to the reader that the same
construction can be carried out for arbitrary kernels of the general type (26),
i.e., for arbitrary measures p.
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-JÍ'
Theorem 13. Let Hypothesis 12 hold. Define the operators B, M, and A by

tp(z)p(dz),       (Mtp)(z) = ztp(z),       (Av)(z) = v.

Let & = Xx H2(p ; Y), and let st be the operator

(-vD*D   -D*B\

* - \   AD M    )

mapping dornst c %? into %?, with

dornst = {(v, y>) e & \ v € domD, vDv + B<p e domD*,

ADv + Mtp e H2(p; Y)}.

Then st is the infinitesimal generator of a Co contraction semigroup S in &.
Moreover, for all (v, tp) e dornst,

R<(«, tp), st(v, tp)) = -u\\Dv\\2Y + j Xz\\tp(z)\\2Yp(dz) < 0.

As before, we define H2(p ;Y) to be the closure in L2(p ; Y) of the set of
functions tp that are analytic in IT- with ztp(z) tending to a finite limit as
|z| -» oo, z e n~ . Again the proof is essentially the same as the proof of
Theorem 1. This time formula (13) becomes

/  Stlv(t),D* Í   a(t-s)Dv(s)ds\ dt

(35) =^j\\9(T, z)fyP(dz)-±JWf(0, z)\\2Yp(dz)

-J  J^z\\tp(t,z)\\2p(dz).

The analogy of Theorem 11 is true as well, in the sense that the observable
subspace tf for the semigroup in Theorem 1 is continuously imbedded in the
observable subspace tf for the semigroup in Theorem 13.

There is one drawback with the representation (26): it is not unique in the
sense that there are several measures that produce the same function a. We
have seen this already in Section 5, where we had two different representations
for a, i.e., (2) and (22). As we shall see in Section 7, one would like the
(connected) component of the complement of the support of p containing
the right half-plane to be as large as possible. In particular, if the kernel is
completely monotone, then (22) is the preferred representation. If the kernel is

a finite sum of the type a(t) = Y?j=\ &<xjeßit, where each ay > 0 and 9tßj < 0,

then the preferred measure p consists of point-masses at ßj and ßj. It is a
very interesting open problem how to find a measure p with minimal support.
This problem is a typical ill-posed inverse problem: given a vector field in n+
(the function â), how does one determine its source (the measure p), located
somewhere in II~?
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7. Eigenvalues and essential spectrum of the generator

An isolated point Ao in the spectrum o(st) of st is called an eigenvalue of
finite multiplicity if Ao is an eigenvalue of st, and if the generalized eigenspace
Un€Nker(Ao -st)n is finite-dimensional. In this case we also call A0 a finite-

dimensional pole of the resolvent (A - st)~x, due to the fact that (A - st)~x
can be expanded into a finite sum

k

(k-st)-x=stQ(k) + Yt-*'-A*-*o)-j,
/-I

where st0 is analytic at Ao, and each st-j is a degenerate (finite rank) operator,
i.e., an operator with finite-dimensional range. The essential spectrum o^st)
of st is the spectrum of st after all eigenvalues of finite multiplicity have
been removed.

The essential spectrum of st is related to the essential growth rate of the
semigroup S(t) generated by st. This growth rate can be defined in several
different equivalent ways. Here we shall use the same definition as in [4]. First
of all, the growth rate co(S) of the semigroup 5 is the infimum over all eu
for which 5 satisfies a growth estimate of the type ||5(f)|| < Me°", for some
constant M. Equivalently, since the function / <-* \S(t)\ is submultiplicative
(cf. [6, Lemma 4.1, p. 120])

co(S) = infln|5(r)| = üm ln|5(i)|.

To get the essential growth rate co^S) one decomposes the state space %? into
two parts, %? = %x 8 ^2 » where each part is an invariant subspace of S(t),
and the space %?2 is finite-dimensional. By definition, the essential growth rate
ct)css(S) of 5 is the infimum over all decompositions of the preceding type of

the growth rate of the restriction of S(t) to %\. Clearly, coess(S) < co(S).
It is easy to show that if the growth rate co(S) of 5 differs from the essential

growth rate Wess(5) of 5, then st has at least one eigenvalue Ao of finite
multiplicity with SiAo = co(S). Moreover, each point A with 5èA > û>ess(5)
that belongs to the spectrum of st is an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity, and
each half-plane 3?A > <5 > ce)ess(5) contains only finitely many such eigenvalues.
(The converse statement is not true; we shall return to the converse statement
in Section 8.)

Thus, if one wants to determine or to get estimates on the essential growth
rate of T, then the first step is to investigate the behavior of the resolvent
operator (A - st)~x. This is what we do next. In order to be able to say
something about the spectrum of st in the left half-plane (the open right half-
plane always belongs to the resolvent set of st), we shall work in a state space
induced by the representation (26), where we assume that, apart from a finite
number of isolated points (possibly none) on the imaginary axis, the set T
should be contained in a half-plane fftz <S <0.

The way in which we have set up the problem leads to the possibility that
the spectrum of st may be quite large. For example, in the absorbed energy
setting the whole left half-plane will usually belong to the spectrum of st, due
to the fact that the functions tp € H2(p ; Y) usually will have to be analytic in
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the whole left half-plane. The same phenomenon shows up in other cases, too,
depending on the measure p.

The following construction is nonstandard, but it is very natural for our
particular problem.

Definition 14. Let r c IT be the support of p, and let £i_be the component

of C \ T that contains the openjright half-plane. Then T is defined to be

the set C \ Q. In other words, T is the union of T and all but one of the
components of C\T (the one containing the open the right half-plane). The
essential support r^ of p consists of all the cluster points of T.

In the next theorem we are able to give a complete description of the spectrum
of st in C \ Te».

Theorem 15. Let Hypothesis 12 hold. Suppose that the support T of p is a
subset of n~, but not a subset of the imaginary axis (i.e. there is some point
z € T with îftz < 0 ; thus we rule out the absorbed energy semigroup of Section 2).

Define T and T^ as in Definition 14, and define st and %? as in Theorem 13.

(1) The essential spectrum of st in C \ Tes is contained in C\T, and it

consists of those points A £ T where v + a(k) = 0. Moreover, the following
two claims are true. If t is contained in a half-plane fftz < â < 0, then
st has no essential spectrum in SA > Ô. If Y has no cluster point on
the imaginary axis, then st has no essential spectrum in the closed right
half-plane »z>0.

(2) An isolated point A of T belongs either to the resolvent set of st or is an
eigenvalue affinité multiplicity of st, depending on whether 0 belongs
to the spectrum of D*D or not.

(3) A point A £ T that does not belong to the essential spectrum of st (i.e.,
v + â(k) ¿ 0) belongs either to the the resolvent set of st or is an
eigenvalue affinité multiplicity of st, depending on whether the point
-k/(v + ¿(A)) belongs to the spectrum of D*D or not.

This theorem says nothing about the behavior of (A - st)~x on 1"^. How-

ever, in every example that we know of it is true that oess(st)D r^. This is,
in particular, true for the examples discussed in Section 9.

The assumption that T contains some point with Scz < 0 is not really im-
portant, and most of Theorem 15 is true without it. It is basically used to
insure that v + â(z) # 0 for all z $ T with 3iz = 0. If T is a subset of the
imaginary axis, then there are two possibilities: Either I" occupies all of the
imaginary axis, or not. If it does, then the conclusion of Theorem 15 becomes

trivial. If not, then the complement of T is connected, and r = T. In this
case everything remains true, except for the last claim in Part 1, and except for
the fact that 0 need not belong to the essential spectrum of st when 0 <£ r
and v + ¿(0) = 0. It does belong to the spectrum in this case, but it is an
eigenvalue of finite multiplicity of st if ¿'(0) # 0. We leave the proof of this

to the reader.

Proof. First, suppose that Ao £ T, that v + â(ko) # 0, and that -kol(v + ¿(Ao))
belongs to the resolvent set of DD* and D*D (recall that DD* and D*D have
the same spectra, except that zero may belong to the spectrum of D*D but not
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to the spectrum of DD*). Then our theorem claims that Ao belongs to the
resolvent set of st. The proof of this is the same as the proof of Lemma 4,
except for one complication. Here do not require that $Ao > 0. Although it
is obvious that the function (Ao - z)~x belongs to L2(p; C), it is not obvious
that it belongs to H2(p ; C). (This is the reason why we have to replace T by

r.) Recall that only those functions in L2(p; C) that can be approximated by
functions tp that are analytic in IT with ztp(z) tending to a finite limit as
|z| -* oo, z € II- , belong to H2(p ; C). Fortunately, the function (Ao - z)~x
is of this type; to see this one argues as follows. According to Runge's theorem

(see [18]), the function (1 - z)/(Ao - z) may be uniformly approximated on T
by polynomials tp„ in, e.g., (1 - z)~x. This implies that (1 - z)~xtp„(z) tends
to (Ao - z)~x in L\p\ C) as n -* oo, hence (Ao^ z)~x indeed belongs to

H2(p ; C). Thus, we conclude that those points Ao i T for which v + ¿(Ao) # 0
and for which -Ao/(i> + ¿(Ao)) belongs to the resolvent set of DD* and D*D
belong to the resolvent set of st.

Next, suppose that we still have Ao £ T and v + ¿(Ao) ^ 0, but that
a0 = -Ao/(i> + ¿(Ao)) belongs to the spectrum of D*D. Then the resolvent
operator (a - D*D)~X of D*D is of the form ( D*D is selfadjoint; hence every
generalized eigenvector is in fact an eigenvector)

(a -D*D)-' = C0(o) + Cta-ao)-1,

where Co is analytic at Ao, and C_i is a degenerate operator, that does
not vanish identically. If we here replace a by -k/(v + ¿(A)) and expand

(-k/(v + ¿(A)) - ao)-1 into a Laurent series at the point Ao, then we get an
expansion for the operator V(k) in the resolvent formula in Lemma 4 of the
type

m

V(k) = -(v + ¿(A))"1 \-kl(v + ¿(A)) - D*D]~l = R0(k) + ¿ R_,(A - o*)"'.

j=i

Here Ro is analytic at Ao, and the coefficients R-j are scalar multiples of
C-x, hence they are degenerate. Moreover, the highest order coefficient R-m
does not vanish (where m is the highest exponent in the Laurent expansion of
(—k/(v + ¿(A)) - oo)-1). Thus, V(k) has a (nontrivial) finite-dimensional pole
at Ao. The same argument can be repeated with D*D replaced by DD* to
show that W(k) has a finite-dimensional pole at Ao, too (except when Ao = 0,
in which case w is analytic at Ao). to Ao. All the other functions that appear
in the resolvent formulas given in Lemma 4 are analytic at Ao. Thus, either
(A - st)~x has a finite-dimensional pole at Ao, or (A - st)~x is analytic at Ao.
To see that the latter alternative is impossible, observe that if we take y/ = 0,
then v = V(k)w, and V(k) is not analytic at Ao. Thus, Ao is an eigenvalue
of st of finite multiplicity, as claimed.

Next, suppose that Aq is an isolated point of I~. Then we may interpret the
value of tp e H2(p ; Y) at the point Ao as a separate variable, that we shall call
u. The state space becomes X x Y x H2(p' ; Y), where the middle component
represents the value of ç» at Ao, and p' is the measure that one gets from p
by removing the point mass at Ao ■ Denote this point mass by £, and note
that £ > 0. With the new notation, the abstract evolution equation becomes
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(v, u, tp)' = st (v, u, tp), where the generator st is given by

f-uD*D   -D*E   -D*B
(36) st =        D Ao 0

V   AD 0 M

and B, A, and M are denned in the usual way, but with p replaced by p'.
The formulas for the computation of

(v,u,tp)= [k-st]~\w, v, y/)

change as follows. Define V(k), W(k), and w(k) as in Lemma 4. Then, for

v = V(k)w - E(k - ko)~xD*W(k)y -D*W(k)w(k),

= Dv + y = DV(k)w - £(A - ko)-xDD*W(k)y +y - DD*W(k)w(k)

A —Ao A —Ao

DV(k)w + kW(k)y -t- (v + b(k))DD* W(k)y - DD* W(k)w(k)

A —Ao
Dv + y/(z)

k-z

_ DV(k)w - £/(A - kp)-xDD*W(k)y - DD*W(k)w(k) + y/(z)
k-z

where ¿(A) = ¿(A) - £/(A - Ao) = jVwo} eztp'(dz). We leave it to the reader

to check that, for all A £ T, these formulas are identical to those in Lemma 4,
if one takes into account the fact that u represents the value of tp at Ao, and
y the value of y/ at Ao.

Now, suppose that 0 does not belong to the spectrum of D*D. Then we
claim that Ao belongs to the resolvent set of st. Let us prove this. Substitute

¿(A) = b(k) + E/(k - ko) in the formulas for V and W in Lemma 4 to get

V(k) = (A - Ao)[A(A - Ao) + ((A - ko)(v + b(k)) + E)D*D}'1,

W(k) = (A - Ao)[A(A - Ao) + ((A - ko)(u + b(k)) + E)DD*]~l,

Thus, V(k)/(k - ko) and W(k)/(k - ko) are analytic at Ao (since 0 belongs
to the resolvent set of DD* and D*D), and at the point A = Ao we may
replace V(k)/(k - ko) and W(k)/(k - ko) in the formulas for v, u, and tp
above by [ED*D]~X and [EDD*]~X, respectively. Substituting these values for
V(k)l(k-ko) and W(k)f(k -Ao) we get at the point A = Ao (note that [D*]_1
and D~x exist and are continuous)

v = -D~xy,

u = [[D*rxw + (v + b(ko) + ko[DD*Yx)y - ¿5(Ao)]/£,

tp(z) = [Dv + y/(z)]/(ko -z)= [-y + y/(z)]f(ko - z).

We leave it to the reader to check that these formulas indeed give the correct
result.
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The proof of the fact that an isolated point Ao of T is an eigenvalue of finite
multiplicity of st if 0 belongs to the spectrum of D*D is left to the reader.

It is the same proof that we gave above for the case where a point A0 i T is an
eigenvalue of finite multiplicity of st, except for the fact that one replaces the

formulas of Lemma 4 by those given above for an isolated point of Y.
To complete the proof of the main part of Theorem 15 we still have to show

that Ao £ T belongs to the essential spectrum of st whenever v + ¿(Ao) = 0.

Assume that Ao i T and v + ¿(Ao) = 0. Then Ao # 0 (see the discussion
immediately following Theorem 15), and the function a(A) = -k/(v + ¿(A))
maps every punctured complex neighborhood of Ao onto a neighborhood of
complex oo. Since the spectra of DD* and D*D have a cluster point at
+oo, by Part 3 this means that every punctured neighborhood of Ao contains
an infinity number of (finite-dimensional) poles of (A - st)~x. Thus, being a
cluster point of eigenvalues of st, ko belongs to the essential spectrum of st.

Finally, let us check the two additional claims in Part 1. If T is contained in
a half-plane »z < â < 0, then (32) shows that »¿(A) > 0 for 5U > 3, hence
v + ¿(A) ̂  0 for these A. The second claim is proved in the same way, since

in that case $¿(A) > 0 for all A £ T with StA > 0, and since isolated points of

r do not belong to the essential spectrum of st.   o

The importance of the role played by isolated^ points of I~ should not be
underestimated. I virtually all cases of interest, T will have an isolated point
at zero. This is true throughout in [2], [4], and [12] (actually, in [12] the set
Tess contains at most one point). It is also true whenever £ = a(oo) > 0, and
the function eSt(a(t) - E) is of positive type for some S > 0. Then ¿(A) is
denned for »A > -S, and we may use Bochner's theorem to represent a as an
integral

/oo e~St cos cot p(dco),    t>0.
-oo

This is an integral of the type (26) with a measure supported on the line $tz =
—Ô, apart from a point mass at the origin in case E # 0. We shall call the
corresponding //2-space the shifted absorbed energy space. In this case it makes
sense to interpret the value of tp at zero as a separate variable, as we did in the
proof of Theorem 15.

Let us end this section by looking at the modal observability and stabiliz-
ability of st, i.e., at the observability and stabilizability of each generalized
eigenspace corresponding to an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity of st. It is
a standard fact in control theory that any finite number of eigenvalues of fi-
nite multiplicity may be relocated by means of a finite-dimensional dynamic
feedback iff these eigenvalues are observable and controllable.

Theorem 16. Make the same assumption as in Theorem 15. Define the input
operator 3§ and the output operator W as in Section A. Then all the eigenvalues
of st of finite multiplicity in C \ T^ are observable and controllable.

Proof. Below we treat only the case where the eigenvalue A is an isolated point
of r ; the easier case where A £ T is left to the reader. We shall use the same
notation as in the proof of Part 2 of Theorem 15, and work in the state space
& = X x Y x H2(p' ; Y).
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As is well known, an eigenvalue is observable iff the intersection of the corre-
sponding eigenspace with the null-space of <% is { 0}. Thus, we have to show
that the equations

-D*(vDv + Eu + Btp) = kv,    Dv = 0,

Dv + ztp(z) — kg>(z),    v = 0,

imply that u = 0 and tp = 0. Clearly, the last two equations imply tp = 0.
This, plus the first and last equations and our assumption that D* is one-to-one
(see Remark 6) imply that u = 0.

It is also well known that an eigenvalue A is controllable iff the range of
st - A together with the range of 3§ span the whole space M?. Since the
range of ¿3" is lx{0}x{0), this means that one must show that for every
(y, y/) € y x H2(p ; Y) it is possible to find (v, u, tp) e 2? such that

Dv=y,    Dv + ztp(z) - ktp(z) = y/(z).

Recall that we assume that the range of D is Y (see Remark 6). Thus, one
possible choice of (v, u, tp) is to choose v € X such that Dv = y, to take
u = 0, and tp(z) = (y/(z) - y)/(z - A) e H2(p ; Y).   o

8. Exponential stabilizability and spectrum determined growth

As we saw in Section 7, the growth rate co(S) and the essential growth rate

Wess(5) of 5 satisfy

C0 > SUP o(St) , tUess > SUPO^St).

If the converse inequalities are true as well, i.e., if

Ctf = SUpCr(jaO, Û>ess = SUp (Jess (st),

then we say that the growth rate of 5 is determined by the spectrum of its
generator st.

Theorem 17. Make the same assumption as in Theorem 15. Then

f 1 1 L&zu(dz) 1
0^(5) < max{ suptW-sO, ->liminfrf(iu>, T), -Jrr    7) / \

( 2 M-.» 2   Jr p(dz)   J

where d(ico,Y) is the distance from ico to Y, and /rSzp(dz)f /r p(dz)

should be replaced as -oo if v > 0 or Jr »z p(dz) = -oo. In particular, if T

has no cluster point on the imaginary axis, and if liminf|ÛJ|_00 d(ico, Y) > 0,

then S is exponentially stabilizable. Furthermore, if

d(ico,T) -* oo   as |(u|-> oo

and

v>0,    or       tRz p(d z) =-oo,

then the growth rate of S is determined by the spectrum of st.
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It is a remarkable fact that this exactly reproduces the main part of [4, The-
orem 3.1]. That theorem says that

ûW5) = max I supcr^-aO, ~^- J ,

where a'(0)/a(0) is interpreted as -oo if a'(0) = -co (in addition, it identifies
supffess^ ))• Of course, for a completely monotone kernel, d(ico, Y) > co -» oo
as co -* oo, so that term drops out. Furthermore, for a completely monotone
kernel it is easy to show that

a(0) = f p(dz)   and   fl'(O) = J 3tzp(dz),

independently of whether these integrals are finite or not. Thus, the estimate in
Theorem 17 becomes the same as the one in [2, Theorem 3.1], apart from the
fact that we give an inequality instead of an equality.

As we show in Section 10, in our more general case, too, it is true that
a(0) = /r p(dz). However it is not true in general that a'(0) = Jr$tzp(dz) ;
to see this observe that it would imply ¿z'(0) = 0 whenever we use the absorbed
energy setting of Section 2. It is true, however, that a'(0) < fr$tz p(dz),
whenever a'(0) exists. See Theorem 26 for more details.

As the result cited shows, the constant \ in front of Jritzp(dz)/ Jr p(dz)
is optimal. However, as we show with an example in Section 9, in our case the
inequality cannot always be replaced by an equality, as was the case in [4, The-
orem 3.1]. We do not know if the constant \ in front of lim inf^i-»«, d(ico, Y)
is optimal or not. Note, however, that in the shifted absorbed energy setting
with fl(oo) = 0, where a has a representation of the form (37) with £ = 0,
we have

.■     •   «. ,,.       r«       <• fr&Zp(dz)
hmmfd(ico, Y)=S = -^—£j-t-^,
M-oo Jrp(dz)

whenever the integral converges. For several different examples illustrating and
testing the conclusion of Theorem 17, see Section 9.

We have split the proof of Theorem 17 into a sequence of lemmas, i.e.,
Lemmas 18—23 below. Some of these lemmas are of independent interest in
the sense that they will be used in Section 9 in our more detailed analysis of the
conclusion of Theorem 17 by means of some examples. Indeed, as the reader
may easily check, Theorem 17 follows directly from these lemmas. The general
outline of the proof is the same as in [4], but the proofs of some of the lemmas
differ significantly from the proofs in [4], due to the fact that we allow a more
general class of kernels.

Lemma 18. Denote (k-st)~x by R(k) for all those A where the inverse exists.
Then

(1) If for some <$0 € R,

lim ||Ä(ab + to)|| = 0,
|co|—»oo

then lini|(0|_0O||/?(<5 + /<u)|| = 0 uniformly for S in compact subsets of
R, and the growth rate of S is determined by the spectrum of st.
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(2) If for all S in an interval [So, 0], it is true that

limsup||.R(($ + ico)\\ = M < oo,
\a>\-*oo

then co^S) < max{supocSS("flO » ¿o ~ ^lM)-

Proof. Recall that R satisfies the resolvent equation

R(k) = R(ko) - (A - Ao)*(A)*(Ao).

Together with the contraction mapping principle this implies that R(k) exists
whenever JR(Ao) exists and |A - Ao| < l/||Ä(Ao)||, and that

mm <     mm
l-|A-Ao|||Ä(Ao)ir

Thus, if for some real constant ¿o » lirnsup|£(,|_00||.R(¿o + ico)\\ = M < oo, then

lim sup sup \\R(S + to) || < M/(\ -a),       0 < o < 1.
M-.0O SelSo-a/AÍ ,So+a/M]

In the former case considered in the lemma, we have for each finite K,

lim sup    sup   ||.R(<J + to)|| = 0,
M-oo SÇ[-K,K]

and in the latter we get

lim sup        sup        ||.R(<5 + to) || < M/( 1 - a),
|<u|-»oo SelSo-a/M ,a/M]

since the interval [So, 0] can be covered by a finite number of intervals of
length 2a/M.

The rest of the proof is now the same as the proof given on [4, p. 422]. It is
a fairly directly consequence of Gerhart's theorem (see [5] or [15]). Basically,
one splits the state space into two invariant parts; a finite-dimensional one, and
an infinite-dimensional one on which Gerhart's theorem applies.   D

Frequently it suffices to apply this lemma with ö0 = 0, and by doing so
we could prove the exponential stabilizability, as well as the final claim about
spectrum determined growth. However, to get the more precise statement of
Theorem 17 in the case where liminf|û,)_>00û,(to, Y) or v = 0 and Jrdtzp(dz)
is finite, we need to apply it with So arbitrarily close to the desired bound.

Lemma 19. Make the same assumption as in Theorem 15, and let A e p(st )\Y.
Let V and W be defined as in Lemma A. Then

V(k)D* = D*W(k) andDV(k) = W(k)D.

Moreover, if ß and y are defined by

1
ß(k) =    sup

:ea(DD')

y(k) =    sup
i€o-(DZ>")

A-r-C(f + ¿W)

A + C(i/ + ¿(A))
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then
\\V(k)\\ = \\W(k)\\ = ß(k),

\\D*DV(k)\\ = \\DD*W(k)\\ = y(k),

||DF(A)|| < y/mm,

\\D*W(k)\\ < VÄI).

The proof of this lemma is left to the reader. It is very similar to but slightly
simpler than the proof of the corresponding Lemma 3.7 in [4]. The simplifica-
tion is due to the fact that we assume D* to be one-to-one.

Lemma 20. Define a through the identity

n2j/»      Í fidz) _
aW = Jr]k=zT2-

i
k-z lP(n;0

and let ß and y be the functions defined in Lemma 19. Then there is a constant
M such that, for all nonzero A € p(st) \ Y, the function R(k) = (k-st)~x
satisfies

R(k) < M [ß(k) + a2(k)y(k) + l/d(k, Y)] ,

where d(k, Y) represents the distance from A to Y.

Proof. To prove this, let us return to the proof of Lemma 4. Clearly, it suf-
fices to show that the same claim is true when R(k) is replaced by the two
linear operators given in that lemma that map the pair (w, y/) into v and tp,
respectively.

First we observe that, by Lemma 19, and the definition of v in Lemma 4,

HI < ß(k)\\w\\ + y/ß(k)y(k)\\w\\ < ß(k)\\w\\ + Vß(k)y(k)a(k)\\y/\\

<ß(k)\\w\\ + ±[ß(k) + a2(k)y(k)]\\y/\\.

This takes care of one of the two operators. For the other one we need to
estimate Dv, which may be done in a similar way:

\\Dv\\ < VßW?W\\w\\ + y(k)\m < VßWvWlM + rWctWWwl

Thus, since tp(z) = (Dv + y/)/(k - z), we get

||9»||<a(A)||Dt;|| + lMA,nikll

< \ [ß + a2(A)y(A)]|M| + [o?(k)y(k) + \/d(k, Y)} \\y/\\.

□

The next step is to obtain estimates on the functions ß and y in terms of
the Laplace transform ¿ of a.

Lemma 21. Let k$Y, and suppose that 0 # SA(i/ + »¿(A)) ¿ ïïk$$à(k). Then
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where

W     3A(i/ + SR¿(A))'

Proof. We have

ßW < :infCeR (|A + r(v + ¿(A))|)     infC€R|i/ + ¿(A)| (\k/(u + ¿(A)) + fl)

=_1_ W + â(k)\
~ \v + ¿(A)||3[A/(i/ + ¿(A))]|     9fA(i/ + »¿(A)) - WSsâ(k)

Vl/|SA|2 + /c2(A)
|l-»Aic(A)|    *

The estimate for y is proved in a similar way (begin by dividing the numerator
and denominator in the expression defining y by £)•   O

Thus, to get an upper bound on ß we need an upper bound on k , and
to get an upper bound on a2y we need, in addition, an upper bound on
a2/(v + 3i¿(A)). This can be achieved as follows.

Lemma 22. Let Sx € (-liminf|û)|_>00<z'(to, Y), 0] satisfy

(38) inf  liminftü2(i/ + »¿(5 + to))>0,
<se[«Si ,0] |co|-»oo

and let o\ € (- lim inf^i«..» d(ico, Y), 0] satisfy

(39) sup  limsup|íc(¿ + to)| < 1/|<52|
¿€[¿2,0]  M-»oo

(where we interpret l/fàl os oo z/ ¿2 = 0). 77z«?

,An\ i- a2(¿ + to)
(40) SUp    limsup-^rrr-r—r<00,

and R(k) (defined in Lemma 18) satisfies

sup limsup||.R(<5 + ico)\\ < 00.
max{¿i ,5j }<<5<0 |ío|—»oo

The nice thing about (38) and (39) is that they depend only on v and à
i.e., they are independent of the particular measure p that we use in the rep-
resentation formula (28) (not counting the fact that ¿1 and S2 are bounded
from below by -liminf|íü|_00íz'(zía) Y)). Thus, they may be checked without
any reference to a representation formula of the type (28) (as long as such a
representation exists, with liminf|ü,|_H.0Oz/(to, T) > 0). This will be important
when we discuss specific examples. For some time domain monotonicity type
conditions that can be used to verify (39), see [7].

Proof. Most of this follows from Lemmas 20 and 21 ; the only new thing is (40).
Clearly, because of (38), in order to prove (40), it suffices to show that, for some
constant K, for all ô € [Sx, 0], and for large |w|,

(41) a2(S + ico) < K{v + »¿(<J -I- to) + co~2).

Define S' = j(Si - liminf|(0|_00rf(/cü, Y)), and split the set Y into Yx =
Yn{$z<S'} and Y2 = Yn {»z >S'}. Then Y2 is bounded, and S - »z >
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<$i - S' > 0 for all S > Sx and all z eYx. For j = 1 and j = 2, define

■»><*> = /r, l^F "(á2) '       °'W " /r, Wh? "idZ)-

Then, by (32), îftà = !R¿i + 3l¿2, and by the definition of a, a2 = a2 + a\.
Clearly, by the formulas above, for each S > Sx and for all co,

(42) a2(S + ico) < (Sx - ¿T'RM* + to).

Moreover, since T2 is bounded, the limits ]im\co\-tooco2%lâ2(à~ + to) =

fTi(S - £z) p(dz) and limi^!-.«, oßa^S + ico) = fri p(dz) exist, and are uni-

formly bounded for ¿€[¿2,0]. Thus, for some appropriately chosen constant
K, for all S e[Sx,0], and for large \co\,

|»¿2(<J + to)| < KoT2,    a\(S + ico) < Kco~2,
(43)

»¿i(<5 + to) < ÎHâ(S + ico) + KoT2 <v + mx(S + ico) + Kco'2.

Combining (42) and (43) we get (41).   a

The following lemma is our final tool to use in the proof of Theorem 17.

Lemma 23. If v > 0 or jr SRz p(dz) = -oo, define

q = -liminf d(ico, Y),
|tt)|—»oo

otherwise define

g = maxi-\iminfd(ico,Y),^^l\.
1   -M-oo Jrp(dz)   J

Then the condition (38) is satisfied for every Sx € (g, 0], and the condition (39)
is satisfied for every ¿2 € («7/2, 0].

Proof. By symmetrizing the formula defining a(A) we get

a2'i(A) = i/r(]FbF+|I^F)^z)
/•(S(A-z))2-K3A)2 + (3z)2

-yr —ia-zi2ia-zi2— ^z)-

Comparing this to (31), we observe that

|3¿(A)|<|3A|a2(A),

hence

(44> "^¡TOT

Thus, in particular, we may replace \k\ by a2/(v + $ta) in (39).
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We claim that, for each 8 € (q, 0], we have

(45) lim inf co2 \v + Xâ(8 + ico)} > [(S - 9tz) p(dz) > 0
\(i)\—oo     L J    Jr

(where one should interpret Jr(S — Sz) p(dz) as +00 if v > 0 or the integral

Jr9tzp(dz) diverges), and that

1 Acs v a2(3 + ico)        tm ,
(46) limsup-^tt5—r-r < (S - q) l

M-00 v + Sla(S + ico)-K

(where one interprets («5 - q)~x as 0 if q = -00). Clearly, this together
with (44) and the fact that (S - q)~x < S~x if S e («2/2, 0] shows that (38) is
satisfied for every ¿1 € (q, 0], and that (39) is satisfied for every S2 e (q/2, 0].

Let us proceed to prove (45) and (46). Take some S e (q, 0] and 8' e (q, 8].
Split T into two parts Yx and l"^, and split ¿ into ¿1 + ¿2 and a2 into a2 + a2
in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 22. Then

t 8' — %t7
Mx(3 + ico) + (S' - 8)a2(S + to) = /   ■   °    ,    y|2 ß(dz).

JTx \o + ico - zY

This together with Fatou's lemma implies that

lim inf co2 \%âx{S + to) + (8' - «J)a2(«5 + to)l > I (8' - Xz)p(dz).
M—oo     L j    yri

By the dominated convergence theorem,

lim co2 \m2(8 + ico) + (S' - S)a\(8 + to)l = f (8' - Stz)p(dz).
M-»oo       L J       Jp2

Thus, we have

lim inf co2 \v + Stâ(8 + ico) + («5' - 8)a2(8 + to)l > 1(8' - Sz) p(dz),
\<o\—»oo        L 1       Jx~

where one should interpret /r(<5' - 3lz) p(dz) as +00 if v > 0 or the integral

/rftz p(dz) diverges. In particular, by taking 8' = 8 we get the claim (45).

Indeed, for the final inequality in (45), observe that if the integral /r $lz p(dz)

converges, then so does the integral fTp(dz), and

8 f p(dz)> fxzp(dz)

because of the way in which we chose «5.
To prove (46) we take q <S' <S. Then, by the same argument,

lim inf tu2 [1/ + M(8 + ico) + (S' - <5)a2(<5 + to)] > [ (8' - Rz) p(dz) > 0.
M-»oo       L J      Jr

Thus, for |eo| large enough, we have

(8 - S')a2(8 + ico) <v + M(8 + to).
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Clearly, this means that

,.             a2(S + to) ,1
fimSUp-¿77Ï—î—t<(o-ô)    .
Iû,|-^«r v + &a(ß + ico)

Here we may let 8' -* q to get (46).   D

Up to now we have supposed that the relaxation modulus a in ( 1 ) is a locally
integrable function. However, there is nothing that prevents us from taking a
to be an arbitrary passive distribution:

Theorem 24. Let a be a distribution supported on R+ with a distribution La-
place transform à that has a positive real part in the open half-plane fftz > 0,
satisfying ¿(A) = o(k) as A -» +oo. Moreover, suppose that â has a repre-
sentation of the type (28), where p is a positive measure supported on a subset
Y of the closed left half-plane IT-, satisfying the moment condition (29) (it is
always possible to choose a representation of the type (5), where the measure p
is supported on the imaginary axis, if one cannot find any other representation).
Then Theorems 1, 5, 8, 9, 13, 15, 16, and 17 remain true.

The purpose of the growth restriction on à is to rule out the possibility that a
contains a distribution derivative of a positive point mass at zero. It would not
actually hurt to have such a term, but the nature of the equation then changes
completely, and the formulas change slightly.

Proof. All the proofs remain the same. The only claim that needs to be checked
is that it is always possible to choose a representation of the type (5). This
follows from the following argument. Since SR¿ is a positive harmonic function
in the right half-plane, it has a Poisson representation (see [9, p. 143])

/°° SA

where a > 0, and p satisfies the growth condition (3). The extra growth
condition on ft¿ in the theorem implies that a = 0 (divide by A, let A -* oo,
and use the dominated convergence theorem). Thus, Sa has a representation
of the type (6). The right-hand side of (5) defines an analytic function for
SA > 0, that coincides with ¿(A) on the real axis. Thus, (5) is valid.   □

9. Some examples

In this section we give a number of examples illustrating the conclusion of
Theorem 17.

As our first example, let us assume that à has a representation (28) with a
measure p supported in a sector {|arg-z| < 6 < a/2} . Then, according to
Part 1 of Theorem 27, a must be analytic in a sector {| argZ| < n/2 - 8}. By
Parts 1 and 4 of Theorem 26, a(0) = fTp(dz) and a'(0) = /r »z p(dz). Thus,
the estimate in Theorem 17 becomes

ÛW5) < max{sup<WJ/), a'(0)/(2a(0))}.

This is the same estimate as Desch and Miller get for a completely monotone
kernel in [4, Theorem 3.1 ], except for the fact that we have an inequality instead
of an equality. It seems plausible that it should be possible here to strengthen
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the inequality to an equality. Of course, if a'(0) = -oo then it does not matter,
because for that case both theorems say that the growth rate of 5 is determined
by the spectrum of st, i.e., co^S) = sup a^st).

One nice property of the distribution class of kernels in Theorem 24 is that it
is easy to find examples and counterexamples of this type that illustrate various
parts of the theory. One such example is the following. We let a consist of
two point masses, one at zero and another at, e.g., the point t = T. Then the
equation turns into a delay equation

v'(t) = -D*a(t) + f(t),(47) w

v    ' a(t) = vDv(t) + uxDv(t - T)   (t>0).

The Laplace transform of this kernel is

¿(A) = v + vxe~XT.

If p/,1 < v, then »¿(A) > 0 for »A > 8*, with

8* = m(\u\x/u)<0,

and, R¿(<$* + to) = v(\ ± coscaT), where the sign depends on the sign of vx.
Thus, we may use a shifted absorbed energy setting, with a measure p(dz) =
(v/n)(l ± cos coT)dco supported on the line Rz = 8*. According to (28),

¿(A) = ("/*)/~ {k_Xâ~f+(û2 (1 ±coscoT)dco,    ScAxJ*.

In a certain sense this is the optimal representation formula: it is unique within
the class of formulas where the support Y of p is contained in the half-plane
{ »z < 8*}. This follows from the fact that, if Y is contained in { Rz < 8*},
and if T contains some point z with Sz < 8*, then it follows from (30) that
for all co, we would have liminfSR¿(A + ico) > 0 as A tends to 8* from the
right, which is not true for co = 2itk/T.

In this example, st has no essential spectrum in ftz > 8* ; this follows from
Part 1 of Theorem 15. On the other hand, every point on the line Rz = 8* will
belong to the essential spectrum of st ; this follows from the fact the image
of dom^) under st projected onto the second component H2(p; Y) of the
state space is not all of H2(p ; Y). (In addition, at each point on this Une where
1 ± cos coT vanishes, there is a singularity in the .if-component of the resolvent
operator, and it seems like this singularity could not be avoided by any choice
of state space, even if it would be of a completely different type than our state
space X x H2(p; Y) ; any reasonable state space must contain a copy of X.)
Thus, sup t7ess(st) = 8*. Clearly,

f ftzp(dz) = (8*v/7t) f   (l±coscoT)dco = -oc.
Jr J-oo

According to Theorem 17, <üess(5) <8*/2.
We claim that, for this example, the estimate in Theorem 17 is not sharp. The

true essential growth rate is <üess(5) = «5*. This follows easily from Lemma 22.
Clearly, we may choose <5i in (38) arbitrarily close to «5* , since St¿(¿ -t- z'<») =
v + vxes cos coT > v - \v\\es. For the same reason, and since 3¿(cí + to) =
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vxe6 sin co is bounded, we may choose S2 in (39) arbitrarily close to 8*, too.
Thus, from Lemmas 18 and 22, and from the fact that supere»^) =8* ,v/e

get cotss(S)=8*.
In the remainder of this section we shall look at examples of the type

a(t) = b(t) + E,

where £ > 0 and e'b(t) is of positive type. This makes it possible to use the
shifted absorbed energy setting, with a measure p supported on the union of
the Une Scz = -1 and the point 0, i.e., we have

¿(A) = E/k + £° (A +A+2\w2 p(dco),    BA>-1,    A^O.

First suppose that b is unbounded at zero. Then, by Part 1 of Theorem 26,
Jrp(dz) = oo, hence fT$tzp(dz) = -oo. Thus, Theorem 17 tells us that

<y„s(5) < max { sup o^st) ,-{}■

At least in some cases this estimate may be improved to

Û>ess(5) = SUp<Tess(jair).

Suppose, for example, that both the function e'b(t) and its derivative are con-
vex, and that the derivative is unbounded at zero. Then it follows from [7, Sec-
tion 5] that we may choose both Sx in (38) and 82 in (39) arbitrarily close to
-1. In this case, too, the whole line Scz = -1 belongs to the essential spectrum
of st (cf. the delay example). Thus, we get indeed, coess(S) = sap o^st).

Another possibility is that a is so smooth that both the first and the second
derivative of e'b(t) are integrable. Then

(48) â(8 + ico) = a(0)/(S + ico) + a!(0)1 (S + ico)2 + o(co~2),       S > -1,

as one can show with two integrations by parts (the term o(tu-2) is uniform in
S for 8 > Sx > -1). In particular,

9f¿(¿ + ico) = -a(0)/co + 0(co~2),

»¿(á + ico) = (Sa(0) - a'(0))/co-2 + o(ûT2).

Thus, we may choose 8x in (38) arbitrarily close to max{ -1, a'(0)/a(0)} and

S2 in (39) arbitrarily close to max{ -1, ^a'(0)/a(0)}, and find that

<u«s(5) < max { supffess(.aO, -^'(0)/a(0)} ,

as expected (the term -1 has been dropped because of the fact that the whole
line Rz = -1 belongs to aess(j^)). Moreover, for this particular case, one may
repeat the proof used by Desch and Miller for the converse inequality in [2,
Theorem 3.1] (that proof depends only on the fact that (48) holds) to get

wm(S) = max { supcW-aO, -¿a'(0)/a(0) }.

Let us finally consider an example with a somewhat different behavior. For
this example, the estimate that one gets for coess(S) is no longer independent
of the operator D, as it has been up to now. Instead it sensitive to the singular
value distribution of D. Of course, there is still a worst possible estimate that
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applies to any singular value distribution, but even this estimate is better than
the one given by Theorem 17. In order to keep this example reasonably short
we leave the verification of many of the details to the reader.

Let

= ¡E + a(

\E>

,jc(l-t/T)e-',   0<f<l,

otherwise.

Here a > 0, T > 0, and £ > 0. The Laplace transform of this kernel is the
entire function

„„,    £   ,   q(g-(W-l+(A+l)r)
aw ~ a + (A + i)2r •

As always, the term £/A corresponds to a point mass of size £ at zero. The
real part of the remainder has a sequence of zeros on the line KA = -1, but it
is strictly positive for SA > -1. Thus, we may use a shifted absorbed energy
setting, with a measure p supported on the union of the Une 8?z = — 1 and the
point 0, and this choice of the support of p is optimal in the same sense as
it was optimal in the delay equation example that we discussed above. We get
the representation formulas

a(t) = E + (a/n)       e~'coscot-r=—dco,    t>0,
J-oo M T

and

«W = BIX + (»/»)£ p/,;'+ tf ' -Jrmr *..    «>-l.    X*0.

In this setting, the whole line »z = -1 will belong to the essential spectrum of
st (this is due to the H2(p ; y)-component of the space; one might be able to
get rid of this part of the spectrum by factoring out the unobservable subspace).

For this example the estimate in Theorem 17 becomes

aW5) < max {sup o^st), -\, ffiffiff }

= max< supffess^)H*"(J/)'-2(5Ts)}'

If we here would try to replace Jr$lzp(dz)/fr p(dz) by a'(0)/a(0) (as we
have seen, this is allowed if a is smooth enough or monotone enough; for the
moment we ignore the term -\ in the estimate), then we would get

ÛW5) < max { supo-ess^), -2t*+E)   J '

As we shall see in a moment, the true (guaranteed) estimate lies between these
two extremes.

As usual, to get an estimate that does not depend on a particular represen-
tation formula we turn to Lemma 22. For this lemma we need to know the
asymptotic behavior of ¿, but this is no problem since we have an analytic
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expression for à. An asymptotic expansion shows that

3¿(<S + to) = -^±^- + 0(\co\~2),

5t¿(<5 + to) = —j (a + E)8 + a + j(l-e-(S+x)TcoscoT) + 0(\co\~3)

These expansions show that we may choose 8x in (38) arbitrarily close to the
maximum of -1 and the unique real solution 8 of the equation

(a + E)S + a + ^ (l - e-&+»T) = 0.

and that we may choose S2 m (39) arbitrarily close to the maximum of -1

and the unique real solution S of the equation

2(a + E)S + a + £ (l - e^1*) = 0.

Clearly 8 < S, and

_q(l + l/D<? a
2(a + E) 2(a + £)*

Thus, the correct estimate for co^S) is

Wess(5) < max { supa^st), 8 } ,

which Ues between the two bounds that we originally suggested.
This time too, it is possible to prove a converse inequality in order to get

cousis) = max { sup o^st), 8 }

provided the singular value distribution of D is of the "worst possible type". In
a proof of a converse inequality one needs the upper bound on ß in Lemma 21
to be more or less exact for large values of 9A. Note that, for large values of
co, we have

8 + ico + Çâ(S + ico) = 8 + ico + Ía(0)/(c5 + ico) + 0(co~2),

so the point co that minimizes the absolute value of this expression is approx-
imately equal to co = y/Ca(0) for large values of Ç. If one wants to show that
the estimate above on co^S) is sharp, then one should choose the sequence
Í* of eigenvalues of DD* in such a way that the the function k(8 + ico) is as

large as possible at the points cok - y/Cka(0). The bad points of k are the
points where co^T = 2nk. Thus, if, for example, the eigenvalues of DD* is
some infinite subset of the set

(2ttA:)2
Çk ~ 1^0(0) '

then it looks like we would get the converse inequality, too. We leave it to the
reader to verify that this is, indeed, the case.

However, for a different set of eigenvalues of DD* one gets a different es-
sential growth rate. The best possible case is where the eigenvalues of DD* are
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some infinite subset of the set

r     *2(2k +*)2
;*        7^a(0)    '

This will revert the sign of the exponential in the definitions of 8 and 8, and
one gets a much better estimate on the essential growth rate of the semigroup.
We leave it to the reader to check that it will, in fact (at least for some values
of a, £, and T), be even better than the eariier "optimistic" estimate

COt
,os^ Í t**s       ct'l + l/T)\

B(5) < max | supcfess^), - 2(a + E)   J

10. Time domain properties of the relaxation modulus

In this section we investigate how certain properties of the measure p in the
representation (26) is reflected in properties of a. Recall that we throughout
assume that Y is contained in the closed left half-plane IT, and that the
measure p satisfies (29). At several occasions we shall constrain the support Y
of p to Ue in a certain sector, and restrict the conclusion to some other sector,
and in this connection we use the following notation.

Definition 25. For each q e R and 0 < 0 < it, let S (a ,6) be the open sector

5(o, 6) = {A e C | A ¿ q and |arg(A -o)| < 0}.

We begin by looking at conditions relating the behavior of a at zero to certain
moments of p.

Theorem 26. Let a have the representation (26), with a positive measure p

satisfying (29). Then

(1) a is bounded on R+ if and only if fr p(dz) < oo, in which case a(0) =

/r P{dz).
(2) if fr\z\n p(dz) < oo for some integer n > 0, then a is n times continu-

ously differentiable on R+ and

7(») (0= J zneztp(dz) = J X[z"ezt] p(dz);

in particular, a'(0) = JrSlzp(dz) and a"(0) = fr[(*tz)2 - (3z)2] p(dz)
for n = I and n = 2, respectively,

(3) if a is bounded and a' is essentially bounded from below on R+, then
JT$lz p(dz) > - esssupieR+ -a'(t) > -oo ; in particular,

a'(0)< [&zp(dz)

whenever a'(0) exists (or more precisely, whenever 0 is a Lebesgue point

of a'),
(A) ifYnS(a,9) = Q for some a e R and some 6 > n/2 (where S(a, d) is

defined in Definition 25), then a and a' are bounded on R+ if and only
if Sr\z\Mdz) <oo, in which case a'(0) = JTzp(dz) = JrîRzp(dz),
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(5) if Y n 5(0, 3jt/4) = 0, if a and a! are bounded, and if a" is es-
sentially bounded from above on R+, then /r[(»z)2 - (3z)2] p(dz) <
esssup,€R+ a"(t) < oo ; in particular,

a"(0)>£[(*tz)2-(Sz)2]p(dz)

whenever a"(Q) exists (or more precisely, whenever 0 is a Lebesgue point
of a"),

(6) ifYnS(a, 0) = 0 for some a e R and some 0 > 37t/4, then a, a' and
a" are bounded on R+ if and only if Jr\z\2p(dz) < oo, in which case

a"(0) = L z2 p(dz) = /r [(Sz)2 - (3z)2] p(dz).

It is possible to proceed even further and prove similar estimates for higher
order derivatives of a. We leave this to the reader.

Proof. If /r p(dz) < oo, then clearly a is bounded and continuous, and a(0) =

fr p(dz). If /r|z|" p(dz) < oo, then we may differentiate under the integral

sign to get the given formula for a{n>. This proves Claim 2 and one half of
Claim 1.

To prove the converse part of the first claim, suppose that a is essentially
bounded from above. Then, for all A > 0,

A¿(A) = A / e-Xta(t)dt<M,
Jx+

where M = esssup,€R+ a(t). However, by (32) and Fatou's lemma,

M > liminf A¿(A) = Uminf / *ff ~ ̂  p(dz) > [ p(dz).
¿-»oo a-»oo J\-  \k — zY Jt

This proves that /r p(dz) is finite, and completes the proof of Claim 1.
To prove Claim 3 we suppose that a is bounded and that a' is essentially

bounded from below. Recall that the Laplace transform of a' is given by
A¿(A) - a(0) ; hence, for all A > 0,

A (A¿(A) - a(0)) = A / <rV(Z) dt>-M,
Jit*

where this time M = esssup,€R+ -a'(t). By Claim 1, a(0) = /r p(dz). Once
more we may use (32) and Fatou's lemma to conclude that

M > lim inf-A (kä(k) - a(0))
¿-»oo

JA(A-»z)

—ir- - H(dz)

= lim inf / —
¿—oo Jr

= Uminf /
¿-»oo    Jj-

> j -Rzp(dz).

This proves Claim 3.

|A-z|2        J"(dz)

[-A8?z(A-»z)-l-A(5z)2]

|A-z|
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To prove Claim 4, note that the assumption gives an upper bound of the type
|9;z| < iT(|Kz| +1) for some constant K. Thus Claim 4 foUows from Claims 1,
2 and 3.

The proof of Claim 5 is similar to the proof of Claims 1 and 3. First one
finds that

A (A2¿(A) - Aa(0) - fl'(O)) =k Í <rV(Z) dt<M,

where M = esssup,6R+ a"(t). Thus (the integrand below is positive because of
the sector condition)

M > Uminf A (k2â(k) - ka(0) - a'(0))
¿—»oo       V /

. /-A2((»z)2-(3z)2)-A!Rz|z|2    ,. ,

■te?/       ia-zi2—- **>

>J[(?Rz)2-(Sz)2]p(dz).

This proves Claim 5.
The final Claim 6 foUows from Claims 1, 2, and 5, since the sector condition

imphes that |z|2 < K[(#z)2 - (9fz)2 + l] for some constant K.   □

Next we observe that a sector condition of the type assumed in Part 4 of
Theorem 26 implies that a must be analytic.

Theorem 27. Let a have the representation (26), with a positive measure p

satisfying (34), and with support Y satisfying Tn5(0, 0) = 0 for some 0 > a/2.
Then the following claims are true.

( 1 ) ais analytic in the sector 5(0,0- tt/2) , and, for all t € 5(0, 0 - a/2) ,
a'(t) = fTzneztp(dz).

(2) In each proper subsector 5(0, Í),  C < 0 - n/2, and for all n > 0,

«W(0 = 0(|Z|-"-') as \t\ - 0 and <.<">(') = 0(\t\~n) as |i| - oo.
(Vj If, for some ßG[0, 1], p satisifes /rl/(l + \z\ß)p(dz) < oo (note that

this is always true for ß = 1 ), then, in each proper subsector 5(0, Í ),

C < 0 - tt/2, and for all n>0, «<">(*) = 0(|/|-"-') as |r| - 0.
(4) If, for some ß € [0, 1], /z satisifes /rl/(|z|* + |z|)/z(^) < oo (note

that this is always true for ß = 0), then, in each proper subsector 5(0, C),

C<d-n/2, and for all n>0, a^(t) = OflfJ-"-') as |f| -► oo.
(5) C/flz'm 1 a/zz/ zzzV Z/j«? claims about the asymptotic behavior of a as \t\ —► 0

remain true if the sector condition on Y is relaxed to the assumption that
Y n 5(a ,6) = 9 for some a e R+ ani/ some 0 > 7r/2.

Proof. Because of the sector condition, for all z e Y and for all t € 5(0, Q
with C < 0 - n/2, we have

ftzf < -c|zz|, where e = sin(0 - C - ?r/2) > 0.

Thus \ez'\ < e~í|2í|, and we may differentiate under the integral sign to show
that a is analytic in 5(0, 0 - n/2), and that

aW(/) = J znez'p(dz).
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Moreover,

\a{n)(t)\< f\z\ne-eMp(dz).

Since

|z|n(l + \z\)e~e^ = (l/rn|rz|" + |/|-"-1|iz|"+1)<?-£|2'1 < K(\t\-n + \t\-"-1),

where K = max^gR+ max{ xne~fX, xtt+xe~cx}, we get

\a^(t)\<(\tr + \t\-"-x)Jr^^.

This proves Claim 2.
The proof of Claims 3 and 4 are similar to the proof of Claim 2, since it is

true for all nonnegative ß and y that

|z|"(|z|* + |zP>-£l*l < JSTflrr"-' + \t\-"-7),

where K = maxx€R+ max{ xn+ße~€X, xn+7e~tx }.

To prove the final Claim 5 we spUt Y into two parts, one bounded part r<,
and another part Y2 that satisfies Y2 n 5(0, 0') = 0 ; here 0' < 0 can be chosen
arbitrarily close to 0. The function ax (t) = /r ezt p(dz) is entire, and to the

function «J2(z") = /r ezt p(dz) we can apply the earher results. Thus, Claim

1 and all the statements about the asymptotic behavior of a at zero remain
true.   D

11. Estimates on the Laplace transform of the relaxation modulus

As we saw in Section 7, it is crucial to get estimates on ¿(A) that imply that
v + ¿(A) ^ 0, since every point where this function vanishes belongs to the
essential spectrum of st. Some estimates of this type are given below.

Theorem 28. Let à £ 0 have the representation (28), and suppose that, for some
a € R and it/2 < 0 < it, Tn5(a, 0) = 0, where 5(o, 0) is defined in
Definition 25 (z>z particular, this is always true for 0 = jt/2) . Then

¿(A) € 5(0, 0)    for alike 5(o, 0),

and, unless a is a constant times eat,

9f(A - a)¿(A) > 0   for alike 5(a, 0) with 3A > 0.

In particular, the generator st has no essential spectrum in 5(a, 0) (cf. Theo-
rem 15).

Proof Without loss of generaUty, take a = 0; i.e., replace z — a by z, A-a
by A, and eata(t) by a(t). In particular, the extra condition in the second
claim means that a should not be a constant.

Let us begin the proof of the first claim by observing that ¿(A) e 5(0, 0)
if and only if $Se'eâ(k) > 0 (i.e., -0 < arg ¿(A) < n - 0) or 3<?_,*¿(A) < 0
(i.e., 0 - n < arg ¿(A) < 0), and that A e 5(0, 0) if and only if 9e,eA > 0 or
$se~wk < 0 (the trivial case where 0 = n and the arguments are zero is left to
the reader). Moreover, since Tn5(0, 0) = 0, every z G Y satisfies 3<?,9z < 0
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and 3<?~,0z > 0, and the same inequalities are true with z replaced by z. If
3<?-'eA < 0, then we use (28) to get

1 ft-$(e-uX-e-mz)    -$(e-iek-e-iez-)\   ,. N

>o.

If for some A we do not have strict positivity, then the function above must
vanish identically, due to the fact that a nonnegative harmonic function cannot
vanish in the interior of its domain without vanishing identically. This means
that à must be a constant, i.e., à must be zero, but this contradicts the as-
sumption that a is nonzero. Thus, in this case ¿(A) e 5(0, 0). As similar
computation shows that 3«?~,e¿(A) < 0 whenever $Se'ek > 0. Thus, in both
cases, ¿(A) G 5(0,0).

Next we turn to the second claim. Assume first that n-6 < argA < 0, and
recall that for all z G Y, 0 < argz < 2tt - 0. This implies that, for all such A
and z,

0<arg(z/A)<7r,

i.e.,

3(z/A) > 0.

Now use this and (28) to get

= ÍsX(t^7í+t^m)"(¿z»
>o.

Again, we must in fact have strict inequality unless kä(k) is a constant. Thus,

we have proved the second claim for those values of A where it — 8 < argA <
0. To complete the proof we still have to treat (for example) the case where
0 < argA < ft/2. This means that, for the rest of this proof, we may assume
that 0 = tt/2 .

To simplify the proof in the remaining case where 0 = it¡2 we shall shift to
a different representation for a, namely (2), and use the symmetrized formula
(5) for ¿ (up to now we have not reaUy used the symmetry of p in this proof,
except to ensure convergence of the integrals, but it now becomes crucial). Then

ka(k)=r
J—oo

A2
p(dco),    %k > 0.

A2 + û)2

Since 0 < argA < 7r/2, we have for all co ̂  0, 0 < arg(A2 + co2) < argA2 < n .

Thus, the integrand in the formula above satisfies 0 < arg[A2/(A2 + co2)] < it ;

i.e., 3[A2/(A2 + íü2)] > 0. Since p is not allowed to vanish completely in
R\{0}, weget 3A¿(A) > 0 for 0<argA<n/2.   D
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It seems to be a fairly well established experimental fact that the loss angle,
i.e., -arg¿(A), should lie between 0 and jt/2 for 0 < argA < n/2. This
is true for all completely monotone kernels (see the proof of the first claim in
Theorem 28 when 0 = n). The fact that aU our relaxation modules are of
positive type guarantees that the loss angle lies between -7r/2 and n/2, but it
does not guarantee that it is positive. For this we need an additional condition.

Theorem 29. Define S(a, 0) as in Definition 2.5. Let a £ 0 have the rep-
resentation (26). Let n/2 < 0 < n and "hit¡A < û < n, and suppose that
|tanr>| < sin0. // Y n S(a, f>) = 0, then 3¿(A) < 0 for all A G S(a, 0) with
3A > 0. In particular, if YD S(a, 3n/A) = 0, then 3¿(A) < 0 for all A ¿ a
with 0 < arg(A - a) < n/2.

Proof. Again we assume without loss of generality that a = 0. As we did at
the end of the proof of Theorem 28, we now use a symmetrized version of the
formula for â, i.e., we use (28). Clearly, by (31), if we can show that

(49)
-3A((3c.(A-z))2 + (3A)2-(9z)2)<0,     z£ 5(0,0),    0 < arg(A- a) < 0,

then (31) gives 9f¿(A) < 0 for all A G 5(0, 0). As usual, we get strict inequality
because ¿ is not allowed to be a constant. Thus, it only remains to prove (49).

Split 2 into z = x + iy and A into A = y + iS . Then

-9fA((»(A - z))2 + (3A)2 - (3z)2) = -S((y - x)2 + 82- y2).

Since 8 > 0, we have proved (49) if we can show that (y - x)2 + 82 — y2 > 0.
Let us here substitute y = s cos £ and S = s sin £, where s > 0 and 0 < í < 0.
Then the problem is to show that

(s cos C - x)2 + s2 sin2 C - y2 = s2 + x2 - y2 - 2sx cos £ > 0.

Letting s -» 0 we see that a necessary condition is that \x\ > \y\ ; this condition
is satisfied because of our assumptions that r3 > 3tt/4 and that Tu 5(0, û) = 0.
Since this condition holds, and since x < 0, the inequality above is true if
cos C > 0, i.e., if C < n/2. If not, then we complete the square to get

s2 + x2 - y2 - 2sx cos C = (s - x cos C)2 + x2 sin2 Ç - y2 > x2 sin2 C - y2-

Recall that, by our assumption on Y, \y\ < \x\ tanz?, and observe that sin( >
sin 0. Moreover, we assumed that (tan û\ < sin 0. Thus, we can continue the
inequality above to get

x2 sin2 C - v2 > Jc2(sin2 0 - tan2 r3) > 0.

The proof is complete.   D

The condition on the sectors in Theorem 29 is sharp. This is easily seen
from the example a(t) = ea'cosßt. Denote o + iß by z, and split A into
k = S + ico. Then the imaginary part of ¿(A) is (cf. (31))

_ -»((S-af + cS-ß2)
*aW~        |A-z|2|A-z|2

If, for example, ß > a, then 3¿(to) will be positive for small positive co.
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